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MONTANA NEWSPAPER HALL OF FAME
When the great copper kings drew battle lines for Montana s
economic and political control, they chose as their swords the pens
of the day’s most brilliant newspapermen. Among them was John H.
Durston, editor of the Anaconda Standard from 1889 to 1913During his 24 years at Anaconda, Durston’s powerful Standard
had a profound influence on the history of Montana. He produced a
newspaper unmatched in this section of the United States. His stinging
editorials were felt as far as Washington, D.C., where the last skirmishes
of the Montana copper war were fought.
John Durston was born in Syracuse, N .Y ., in 1848. He attended
Yale and then went to Germany where he obtained a doctor of philosophy
degree from the University of Heidelberg in 1870. He returned to his
native Syracuse, taught at the university there for several years, then
abandoned a teaching career to become editor of the Syracuse Standard.
He resigned during an editorial dispute in 1887.
Marcus Daly, founder of Montana’s copper industry, chose Durston
to edit his newspaper. Daly threw open his bank account to Durston
and told him to build at Anaconda "the best newspaper that could be
made.” Durston brought to Anaconda two editorial associates from the
Syracuse Standard, adopted the same name for the new paper, and
spared nothing to make it the best anywhere.
Its news section thoroughly covered the state, the nation and the
world. Standard bureaus were established in every intermountain town
of importance and Standards were sold on newsstands in all major cities
of the United States. When linotypes were introduced, Durston had
more in operation than any daily in Manhattan. His front pages danced
with flashy halftone engravings of local, national and international
news events.
With the death of Marcus Daly in 1900, Durston’s mission at
Anaconda drew to a close. He became editor of the Butte Daily Post
in 1913 and died at Butte Nov. 5, 1929.

JOHN H. DURSTON
1842-1929

ARTHUR L. STONE
1835-1945

Arthur L. Stone, first dean of the Montana State University School
of Journalism, was perhaps the most widely known newspapermaneducator in the mountain west. He founded the School which began
with a collection of borrowed army tents and developed into one of
the foremost journalism schools in the nation.
A native of Spencer, Mass., Arthur Stone was trained as a chemist.
He drifted into newspaper work when sent west to Laramie, Wyo., by
the Union Pacific to make soda field investigations. He became the
western Montana correspondent of the Anaconda Standard in 1891.
Promoted to managing editor of the Standard in 1904, he had
already served a term in the Miontana House of Representatives. Three
years later he became editor of the Nlissouhan. Because of his outstanding
accomplishments, he was named the first dean of the Montana State
University School of Journalism in 1914. He borrowed four army
squad tents to use as classrooms for his students. Later an old wooden
building on campus, "The Shack,” was home to hundreds of journalism
students for many years.
He served as president of the Montana Press Association, 191920, and with the help of only one other instructor taught up to 150
aspiring journalists each year.
In 1927 he was elected president of the Association of American
Schools and Departments of Journalism. Ten years later, after many
discouragements, his dream of many years came true; the new journalism
building— one of the finest in the nation— was completed.
Arthur L. Stone retired from the faculty in 1942 and died March
19, 1945, after an extended illness. His book, "Following Old Trails,
captured the intensity of his devotion to Montana, and his life s work
demonstrated his interest in young men and women who aspired to be
journalists.

T h e M ontana N ew spaper H all of Fam e was established A u g. 16, 1 9 5 8 , and is jointly sponsored by the M ontana State
Press Association and the M ontana State U niversity School of Journalism .

D edication cerem onies w ere held O ct. 2 5 , 1958

on the M ontana State U niversity cam pus, and the display case is located on the second floor of the Journalism Building
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A NOTE OF APPRECIATION—
T h e w arm th o f the reception given the first issue o f the Journalism Review last spring is deeply appre
ciated by the staff o f the School o f Jou rnalism at M ontana State University. T o p rint all o f the letters we
have received— or even portions from all o f them — would not be im possible, but it would take up more
space in this publication than we would like. A ccordingly, we hope you w ill forgive us for acknow le ging
publicly only a few o f the letters w hich form a representative sample, and even in these cases we use only
a part o f the whole.
I think you are starting something that
can have a significant effect on schools
of journalism and on the press. Schools
of journalism have too long been en
grossed in professional technique. That is
important but the time has come when
journalism needs something else, too.
W ILL C. CONRAD
Milwaukee Journal
That is a mighty impressive publication
you are getting out, and I found it very
interesting.
ROBERT LASCH
Editor, Editorial Page
St. Louis Post-Dispatch
I have read it with great interest. The
pieces are all well done and form help
ful source material. I also was glad to
get an insight into the operation of your
fine school.
G. A. HARSHMAN
President and Editor
Sharon (Pa.) Herald

I can’t tell you how interesting and
readable (and well printed) the new
Review is.
I know you are receiving
many more comments like this. W e en
joyed it thoroughly.
SAM GILLULY
Editor
Glasgow (Mont.) Courier
This is the kind of substantial contri
bution to problems of journalism, and ed
ucation for journalism, that I wish other
schools would attempt.
RALPH D. CASEY
University of Minnesota
The School of Journalism’s new publi
cation arrived today. I took it home this
noon.
The publication has a scholarly
approach and an appeal to those publishers
less interested in being scholarly.
MEL RUDER
Publisher, Hungry Horse News
Columbia Falls, Montana

It is a beautiful piece of work. I hope
it will have a wide circulation and bring
you much appreciation.
LOUIS LYONS
Curator, Nieman
Foundation for Journalism
Harvard University

It is a handsome and ambitious publi
cation. I believe your School of Jour
nalism deserves commendation for at
tempting such an undertaking.
THEODORE LONG
Editorial W riter
Salt Lake Tribune

It is such a good piece of work that
I want to congratulate you at once.
A. L. HIGGINBOTHAM
Chairman,
Department of Journalism
University of Nevada

The Journalism Review is a really hand
some piece of work. Congratulations!
CHARLES T. DUNCAN
Dean, School of Journalism
University of Oregon

It is a really splendid job, and I think
that it fills the niche not filled by any
other scholarly periodicals in the profession.
ROBERT ESTABROOK
Editor, Editorial Page
Washington Post and Times Herald

Congratulations on Journalism Review.
It’s great. Keep it up. It really gives me
a lift.
CURTIS MACDOUGALL
Medill School of Journalism
Northwestern University

Congratulations on the first issue of the
Journalism Review.
I think you have
done a very good job. I hope you can
continue to put out this type of material,
which is a credit not only to the School
of Journalism but to the University.
GORDON B. CASTLE
Acting President
Montana State University
I shall be happy to review this new
entrant into the publications field in the
next issue of the Journal of Broadcasting.
Again, congratulations on a most aus
picious beginning.
ROBERT E. SUMMERS
Editor,
Journal of Broadcasting
It certainly makes a most attractive ap
pearance, and everything in it appears
to be decidedly worthwhile. I am sure
it will be a stimulus to research and
authorship on the part of your faculty
and students. I wish more of our schools
would do something similar.
RAYMOND B. NIXON
Editor, Journalism Quarterly
University of Minnesota
The first number makes a fine im
pression in respect to both format and
content. I think your School and Univer
sity should be proud of this publication.
FRANK LUTHER MOTT
Dean Emeritus,
School of Journalism
University of Missouri
Congratulations on the first issue of the
Journalism Review. It is a solid contri
bution to our business and a good look
ing magazine to boot.
ED W IN EMERY
University of Minnesota

O n beh alf o f Professor Y u , who is at Harvard this year but w ill be back at his desk in M ontana next
fa ll, and the staff o f th e School o f Jou rnalism , our thanks to a ll w ho w rote. W e hope this second issue
w ill be o f equal interest.

—Nathan B. Blumberg
D ean , School o f Jo u rn alism
M ontana State U niversity
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Dean A. L. Stone Address

NEWS COVERAGE
IN 1 9 5 9
3y C H E T

HUNTLEY

"he "Huntley-Brinkley R eport” an NBC-TV week-night newscast, this month received an
Emmy” statue, symbol o f the best that television has had to offer during the past year,
"his is the latest in a long list o f awards which M r. Ch et H u n tley , the 1959 Professional
.ecturer and Dean Stone Night speaker, has earned during his distinguished news career.
I Montana native, Mr. Huntley started in radio work in 1934 by reading items over a
jcal Seattle station. Prom then until today, he worked for all three major networks, coverng assignments ranging from the founding o f the United Nations to overseas reporting,
oining with David Brinkley in coverage o f the 1956 national political conventions, he esxblished a unique and efficient format for presenting the day’s significant news. His honors
ulude the Peabody award, an Overseas Press Club award, Neiman Fellows award, the BillI oard award for best commentary in a news show, and many others.

It’s exciting and thrilling to be home again!
It occurred to me that the last time I was in Missoula
as in the summer of 1931. I was working a hay crop
a a ranch over in Ross’s Hole and a horse nipped me on
le arm, with the consequence that I wound up here in
le Northern Pacific Hospital with a thriving infection,
recall that a friend came by and I rode with him from
fissoula to my home in Bozeman in his old Model T
ord. Just this side of Butte, a connecting rod burned
it and we put the tongue of my shoe in between the
onnecting rod and the crank-shaft. T o my knowledge
lat Ford went the rest of its life on my shoe-tongue. I
[ ippose the only moral of that story is that the Model
} invited, commanded, and permitted a good deal more
ligenuity than the contemporary models.
I But the airplane is not the ideal vehicle in which to
bme back to a place you have known so well almost
[ ) years before. All that time is made meaningless by
lie rush of miles beneath the wings. I have the feeling
[ should have come back here on the back of a good horse

. . . certainly with nothing faster than a Model T. It
is in situations like this that one of my generation realizes
that he is not entirely adjusted to this age of supersonic
flight and space probings.
N or is journalism wedded to this age of speed with
completely harmonious and meritorious results. Journal
ism has sacrificed too much of the "what” to the "when.”
A thousand and one A M ’s, PM ’s, Sunday papers, radio
and television stations are demanding of the wire ser
vices that the bulletins be rushed to them within seconds
of the event. The consequence is that very few editors
are concerned with what really happened, and less with
why.
Y ou will observe . . . or you are aware . . . that much of
our important news, particularly that dealing with foreign
affairs and with W ashington developments, is not the
crisp, bulletin-type material. The action on an important
bill in the Congress is spread over many days and there
may have been no one critical point in the whole debate.
An international conference begins and draws to an end
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and its decisions come filtering out, piece by piece, over
a period of time. But here again, our editors run the
calculated risk of distorting the basic story by insisting that
the reporters or correspondents on the scene file some sort
of crisis angle which will serve as a "peg” for the account
of what was really going on. And the correspondent
must come up with two angles per day: one fresh one for
the AM ’s and another for the PM’s. I need not expound
on the danger, I should think, of permitting the search
for angles to overcome the search for genuine substance.
It is the custom these days to deplore from the lecture
platform. I suppose it is an old custom. Even in those
halcyon days of no income tax, no intercontinental ballistic
missiles, and no Soviet threats, the Bob Lafollettes, the
Bob Ingersolls, and the Teddy Roosevelts were deplor
ing something.
However, I am sure that those immortals of the Amer
ican lecture circuits were able to deplore with a somewhat
better chance of seeing something done about what
they were deploring. America was pretty well in com
mand of her own destiny in those days and it was re
flected in the way those giants behaved on the lecture
platform. Roosevelt would assume that immovable stance
on his thick, short legs, and his neck, bulging over the
back of his collar, would grow crimson as he pounded
home his convictions. Ingersoll would shout his saluta
tion, "Good evening, Ladies and Gentlemen,” from way
off stage, creating the effect that his ideas simply could
not wait another moment to explode. And LaFollette
would remove his coat, then his vest, then his tie in a
sort of erudite and intellectual strip-tease. There was no
doubt in the minds of those men about their ability to
make America into the shape of her promises and her
potential. There was little to get in the way of it.
LESS THAN FULL COMMAND

Today, unfortunately, we do not have the complete com
mand over our own destiny which the nation had then.
A decision in Peiping, or Cairo, or Moscow can very
genuinely affect our well-being.
All of which has a bearing on American journalism.
N o longer can we write or report with the complete as
surance which graced the style of journalists then. Today,
we are forced to write in the face of, or in the shadow of,
dilemmas and imponderables. It is not always easy.
But true to the tradition of the lecture platform, permit
me to deplore for a few monments.
I wish I could say to you that American journalism today
provides little justification for deploring. But such is not
the case.
In a few hours from now, the foreign ministers of East
and W est will engage in a round of negotiations which will

contain the very real and the very breathless possibilities
of war or peace . . . or continuation of the cold war.
My wife and I came to Missoula by way of New
York to Ft. Wayne, Ind., to Chicago, to Billings, and thence
to here. So we had an opportunity to glance at a few
newspapers enroute. In rare instances was the Geneva
story given the space or position commensurate with its
importance. Local murders, local thievery and assorted
cussedness, even baseball, competed with the Geneva
story. The number of newspapers in this country giving
the Geneva story the treatment it deserves constitutes an
exception to a general practice. The overall effect, for
how many million readers, is one of a strong implication
that all is well and that we are justified in an indulgence
of pastimes and unrewarding entertainment.
I fear American journalism must bear some of the
responsibility for a traditional American unpreparedness
in the area of foreign affairs. Foreign affairs have a bad
habit of involving the American citizen as nothing else
ever involves him . . . in real life-and-death situations.
Three times in one generation foreign affairs have gone
awry and the American citizen has either marched off to
war or has seen his sons and daughters do it.
I have a friend in New York, an experienced correspondent for Associated Press, who was brought home
several years ago to be foreign news editor. Each time I
see him he is lamenting the lack of interest in foreign news
by the editors of the country, who are constantly demanding less and less of that commodity on the AP wire.

f

|

|

§

J
|

\
,

I have little first-hand information of the problems of ]
newspapers, since I cut my teeth on radio journalism. In
deed, there are problems . . . the high costs of publishing, ‘i
the increasing problems of circulation. I can sympathize f
with these problems and difficulties. But our sympathy j
need not be excessive for the publisher who obviously re- f
gards the newspaper as only so much bait for his adver
tising, or a decoy for his play for local or regional political |
and social power. There is something revolting about the
too-frequent combination of an exceedingly wealthy pub
lisher and a-newspaper which is a journalistic fraud. His |
fortune is his to be resented by none of us, unless he has ;
made it by peddling to us a bad or irresponsible news- 1
paper. In that event, he invites the scorn and the wrath j

j

of all of us.
In any survey of American journalism, I should think
we cannot be too critical of the two major American wire j
services: Associated Press and United Press International, j
They are the product of the editors of the country and will |
be as responsible as editors demand.
Putting aside the newspapers and periodicals, sup-1
pose we consider radio journalism for a moment. The I
chief thing wrong with radio journalism today is that not (
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enough people are listening to it to satisfy most of us. Still,
! we at N BC have discovered that the radio news audience
Ns still one which any newspaper in the world would like
|:o claim as its circulation. W e in the news department
lit NBC are pleased and flattered with the repeated declaraion of the president of the company that news has placed
I he network in the financial black and is keeping it there.
During W orld W ar II, radio news demonstrated what
I I could do. It kept a nation reasonably well informed. . .
Ijuickly, accurately, and without editorial axes to grind.
I \ tremendous public confidence in radio news was esablished. As for the radio commentators or news analysts,
lyhile the public tended to split on the question of their
ccuracy or degree of responsibility, still the public
lound them interesting. I would argue that radio still
I rovides a fine medium through which to obtain a pretty
I ood idea of what is going on. Generally, a radio station
I r a network has no sacred cows in its stable which have
I d be fed some special diet of editorial bias.

I

I
I

LIMITATIONS OF TELEVISION

I Television has cut heavily into radio listening and
I hile radio news has suffered less than the entertainment
1 motion, it, too, is not what it used to be. Television
| >urnalism has not filled the gap. I think this is not anyI ie’s fault; it does not imply an absence of public resI ^risibility. Rather, television simply has a built-in set
1: limitations which make it something less than the
I eal medium for the dissemination of news.
| The primary limitation is one which involves time. I
I ink we in television journalism bear the responsibility
■ remind our audiences occasionally that they should not
■ pend upon us for a run-down of the day’s entire news
■ idget. It cannot be done in 15 minutes; it cannot be
■ me in 30 minutes. Film moves at a specified rate of 36
l 90 feet per minute through a projector, depending on
B le th e r you are using 16 or 35 mm. I can create the verbal
I lage of a Sir W inston Churchill deplaning in W ashington
l three or four seconds. It will take film perhaps 30
B 40 seconds to create that image.
1 There is, however, in television one tremendous comjj| nsat ion: given a news story with dynamics or impact
I is fully transmitted with the loss of none of its power.
1 Therefore, our responsibility in television journalism
■ comes clear: in a 15-minute program do not attempt to
B re r the day’s news budget. Rather, if we can shed some
Bgree of illumination on four or five stories, we have
B ned in a rather good performance.
B l think I need not expatiate on television’s remarkable
Bw er to bring into home or office an important event
I h as a political convention, a sports contest, or whatB?r. That is television at its finest.
P Parenthetically, it might interest you to know that tele

vision news is not a great employer of young journalism
graduates or hopefuls. Thus far, television appears to have
enjoyed a great attraction among all the other media.
Therefore, television has tended to employ the best from
other media. My advice, to anyone looking for employ
ment in television news, is to try to establish his reputa
tion with a newspaper or wire service or in radio and
then shift over to television, or prepare to start in televi
sion at a very low salary in some very small station far
away from the big metropolitan centers.
Let us talk for a moment about journalism generally
. . . whether it be newspaper, radio, television or periodical
journalism.
The city of Washington has grown rather suddenly
from a rather quiet and somnambulent little Southern city
into a big metropolis. Simultaneously, our federal govern
ment has grown into a tremendous, sprawling organization.
And with these growths of Washington and the federal
government, the news corps in the city of Washington has
grown proportionately.
Today, the larger newspapers,
the television-radio networks, and the wire services have
departmentalized their Washington bureaus. One man is
assigned to the Supreme Court, another man to the W hite
House, another to the Pentagon, another to the Senate, an
other to the House, and so on. In so far as space will
permit, or as time will allow, the work of these specialists
is splendid. Very little goes on which does not come
to their attention.
But the result of this specialization is a kind of frag
mentary reporting. There is no time nor opportunity for
a good reporter to stand back and look at Washington
and take in all of it. The pieces are rarely put together
to give the people of the country a kind of composite view
of what is going on in their name.
Fortunately, there are two institutions which tend to
compensate for this weakness. One is the columnist.
Occasionally, the columnist will try to put the pieces to
gether and catch the general policies and attitudes of the
federal government. The other is the institution known
as the New York Times. It not only provides news,
yards and yards of it, pertaining to all the branches and
departments and agencies of the government, but it also,
particularly in the Sunday edition, attempts to take in the
whole structure.
TH E DISEASE OF CYNICISM

There is a disease now common in this country and it
assails not only journalism but every profession and it
threatens every individual. It is the disease of cynicism.
I fear we are losing our old wonderful knack of having
heroes, our old habit of hating the villains, our old ability
to be awe-struck, bemused, fascinated, interested, and ab
sorbed.
There is a blandness about everything. W e
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tend to believe that no man acts out of unselfish motive.
W e inquire as to the price of every man.
For example, the Premier of Cuba, Fidel Castro, is
having a horrible time in his attempt to prove to us cynics
that he is not a dictator, not a communist, not a sadist,
nor something else unpleasant. He could be any one
cr all of these things, of course, but we have tended to
pin them on him prior to any evidence. The cynics
simply could not get it through their heads that a man, to
day, could be a genuine, self-sacrificing patriot. This
cynicism does not become us and it is a debilitating ail
ment for a great nation. W e have seen it spread through
out France to the point where the finest institutions of
that great country are endangered. And particularly is
cynicism a fatal disease when it besets the profession of
journalism. It may be quite true that great men and
great ideas are not in as great supply as we might wish.
It may be true that we have seen national heroes revealed
with feet of clay. It is true, indeed, that in spite of the
great national outpouring of selflessness and bravery,
blood and treasure 15 years ago, our ideals were scoffed at
by Communism. All these things are true; but they still
do not justify the conclusion that wickedness is paramount
over virtue or that every soul, every mind, and every
ideal can be bought in the market place.
But in spite of this disparagement, in spite of the rela
tively unhappy state of American journalism, I always
take great comfort in the knowledge and the conviction
that it is within the means of every citizen of this country
to be well informed if he will. He may have to carry
quite a subscription list, and he may have to thumb

through quite a list of publications, and he may have to
do a bit of dial twisting; but it is all there.

It is a com

fort to know that there are newspapers such as the New

York Times, the Christian Science Monitor, the Wash
ington Post and Times Herald, the St. Louis Post-Dispatch,
and others. There are periodicals such as Foreign Affairs,
The New Leader and The Reporter. The airplane has
brought us the rich and rewarding air editions of such
splendid British publications as the Manchester Guardian,
the London Economist, and a host of others. As for radio
and television, I shall leave you on your own, lest I be
either overly modest or overly vain.
There is something else still at work in American jour
nalism which prevents the outlook from being completely
sordid. The American journalist is not, generally, over
paid. I am certain that he vies with the American school
teacher and university instructor for the lowest professional
salaries.
Then what is it that attracts so many and so much talent
to journalism? It can only be that the search for basic
and fundamental truth goes on, undiminished. I have no
idea how many hundred journalists I know, many of
them rather well. Their income is a never-ending source
of lament, but few of them would ever contemplate leav
ing the profession. And with all of them, no matter how
crass or irresponsible the policy of the publisher for whom
they work, there is that drive, that search, that respect for
truth. It is this quality among our journalists which pre
cludes some of our publications being much worse than
they are.

A MOUNTAIN NAMED FOR A MAN*
By Jack Ryan
Part of the tradition that built this school (MSU School of
Journalism) originated right across the way in a beaten-up old
building that dates from the First World W ar. Almost universally,
that building is called "The Shack”— and rightly so, because that’s
what it was and is— a shack— an eyesore that should have been
torn down forty years ago. But in spite of a roof that leaked, and
a floor that would serve as a trampoline, and walls that were
made out of Kleenex— the shack sent a flood of men and women
to almost every great newspaper in America. Not all of them
stayed on the newspapers. A lot of them got into advertising,
public relations, broadcasting, magazines, industry— and other
odd fields.
This means one thing— along with whatever tools they acquired
on the way to a major in journalism— these people also acquired
an adaptability that fitted them for almost anything. Some,
indeed, have turned out to be strange stuff. In fact, I might note
that among the strange professions followed by people who
came out of that building there is at least one Dean of Students
on the Montana State University campus.

Part of the tradition that we hold dear in this school was gene
rated by a man who wasn’t trained as a journalist— in fact, he was
graduated from a technical school as a chemist. But he turned into
a newspaperman— and a newspaperman of such stature that they
named a mountain for him. You can see it out of that south
window in the corridor— Mount Dean Stone.
You see— this place is something more than concrete, and
brick and classroom equipment. It is a heritage— made up of
one man’s great inspiration plus the human product that has left
its spiritual marks on its passage through the place, and in its
performance in the professional world beyond. Those who come
here to teach and to learn both share in that heritage.

* Taken from an address before high school journalists attending
the Montana Interscholastic Editorial Association’s spring meetinf
at Missoula. Mr. Ryan is director of the MSU News Service and
distribution manager of University Press.
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BACKGROUNDS IN JOURNALISM
AND A T T R IT IO N RATES
OF COLLEGE STUDENTS
By E D W A R D B. D U G A N
4 specialist in advertising and public relations, Professor E dward B. D ugan has been with
he Montana journalism staff since 1937. His varied experience includes reporting and editng on several Texas newspapers, a stint with United Press, and direction of public relations
or Hardin-Simmons University. His association for a number of years as adviser to the
Montana high school editorial association gives him thorough understanding of the problems
>/ both teacher and student in high school journalism.

The journalism backgrounds of high school graduates
pproaching university journalism education and the stuent attrition that sets in almost immediately are reflected
1 the records of 683 students who began their education
1 the School of Journalism at Montana State University,
’heir chronologies were contained first in autobiographies
rritten for their freshman orientation courses and subjquently in official transcripts as they progressed toward
raduation or became academic casualties.
The 683 students that produced 224 journalism graduates
see Table 1 ) include most but not all journalism majors
om 1942 to 1954. Only students who had autobiograhies on file were included in the survey. Their autoiographies were placed with copies of transcripts and corTABLE 1

Disposition

of 683

Students Starting J ournalism

Journalism Graduates
Graduates: other degrees
Still in school

224
95
17

Grade deficiency drop outs
Withdrawals, failed to return
Suspended

127
219
1

336

347
j

Totals

683

683

respondence from and about them in file folders. Such
confidential files were originally used to help counsel the
students.
The thousand-word assignments were undirected in that
the students were not asked to recall pre-university motiva
tions and influences from any specific list of factors affect
ing their choice of major. Moreover, different persons
taught the beginning courses, and most of the requests for
the autobiographies were given orally. That some students
made no mention of factors affecting their decisions indi
cates the freedom of expression invited by the instructors
— and probably, although not absolutely — the frequent
dearth of pre-university journalism experiences and encour
agements.
A pilot study that listed the mentions of activities and
persons produced the transfer of several-page reminiscences
to mimeographed data cards. On the same cards were noted
changes of major, numbers of quarters in journalism and in
the university, drop outs due to grade troubles and the final
disposition reflected in graduation, withdrawal, failure to
return and even notations made by the registrar’s staff to
indicate marriage and death. Once the autobiographies had
been scored on the cards, transcripts in the registrar’s office
were used to chart the students’ courses.
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Characteristics of enrollment and factors peculiar to the
Montana situation may limit the usefulness of this study,
but the results invite an inventory of recruiting and ad
vising practice.
Quantitatively, the 683 autobiographies showed far more
mentions of experiences than of persons, with the high
school newspaper experience far out in front among the 31
types of mentions (Table 2 ) . In fact, school publications
md radio programs totaled 568 mentions among the 683
students or nearly one communications activity for every
entering journalism student.
As the table indicates, persons as a source of influence
do not appear until "journalism relatives,” in sixth position.
This category represents an attempt to total all journalism
relative influences. Hence there are some duplications of
mentions where journalism relatives were tallied in two
TABLE 2

Sources

of

Motivation T oward J ournalism Career

Rank

Positive Negative
____________________ Mention Mention
1 School newspaper
370
1
2 School yearbook
139
3 Journalism course
128
4 Work in journalism
125
5 Honors and awards
91
6 Journalism relatives
80
7 Trips and meetings
67
8 Teacher
61
4
9 Reputation of J-School
40
10 Photography
39
11 Grade, junior high writing
37
12 Magazine, radio, newspaper person
34
1
13 Mother
26
14 Father
23
8
15 Military service experience
21
16 English course
19
4
17 Brother, sister
19
18 Friend
17
2
19 Aptitude tests
14
1
20 High school radio
13
21 High school literary magazine
9
22 Other relatives
7
1
23 Chamber of commerce
1
24 Occupations course
1
25 High school career program
1
26 Studied about journalism
1
27 Career booklet
1
28 W ife
1
29 Husband
1
30 Fiance______________________________________1_______._____

places. A separate category was set up to plumb parental
influences.
Table 2 also includes negative mentions by teachers, par
ents and other persons. The one negative mention by
journalists was counsel against journalism education by a
publisher.
Most of the categories seem self-explanatory. However,
brief explanations might help in a few cases. Publications
were both curricular and extra-curricular.
Journalism
courses generally provided manpower for school publica
tions. W ork in journalism ranged from carrier routes to

after-school and summer jobs on staffs and as stringers for
adjacent dailies or larger metropolitan dailies.
Honors and awards mentioned include letters, keys,
prizes, scholarships and occasional trips to meetings, a
separate category. Most trips were as delegates to state
and sectional school press conventions and summer publica
tions camps.
Photography as a hobby prior to university courses seems
a strong motivation toward journalism, with hopes fre
quently expressed that it could be used in newspaper, radiotelevision and magazine work. The study did not^ however,
attempt to measure hopes as such. Mentions of hoping to
write or to free lance were frequent— and often vague. Ex
periences and persons were measurable, although hopes
could be as strong or stronger than experiences. Depth
of hope, enthusiasm and loyalty could scarcely be measured
as the autobiographies were not designed initially for such
a study.
After all 683 students’ cards were scored for Table 2, a
"profile” of mentions by the 224 journalism graduates was
constructed to determine whether or not the approximately
one-third who were graduates had pre-university experiences
similar to those who did not get journalism degrees and
to those who failed to finish school. There seems no sig
nificant difference among the groups, from the group of
graduates to the group of non-journalism scholastic drop
outs. "Mentions” here refers to the number of activities
and/or persons contained in their autobiographies.
Table 3 indicates the pattern of motivation. Except that
the proportion of "no mentions” ( 2 6 ) to journalism schol
astic drop outs ( 91 ) is markedly higher than among grad
uates (3 3 among 2 2 4 ), there seems little effect of being in
volved in high school in one, two, three, or more activities
or acquaintanceships. Graduates average 2.223 mentions,
journalism scholastic drop outs 1.857, non-journalism schol
astic drop outs 1.388, and non-scholastic drop outs 2.086.
The greatest difference is between the 2.223-activities reTABLE 3

Positive Motivations Mentioned

by J ournalism

Students

No. of
Journalism
Joum .
Non-Deficient
Non-Journ.
Mentions
Graduates
Grade
DropOuts*
Deficient
____________________
Deficiencies_____ ____________ Drop Outs
None
1
2
3
4

33
54
54
47
19

26
13
23
17
8

48
50
39
26
32

10
9
5

5

9

0

21

0

6

6

7

1

8

0

9

1

1

3
0

0

3

0

5
0

0

0

0

0

0

Totals
224
91
219
36
Average
Mentions
2.223
1.857
2.086_________ 1388
•Includes changes of major who dropped out subsequently
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ported by students who subsequently got degrees in journ
alism and the 1.388 activities reported by students who first
dropped out of journalism and then left the university under
j

;
[
I
I

1
i
I
|

\
I

\
I
I

academic clouds.
The autobiographers, by their own testimony then, answered their often-voiced fears. Activities, beyond none
at all, had a negligible bearing on the 683 students’ university successes. Small schools, lacking more formal and
complex opportunities for the traditional publications experiences and contacts, sent forth graduates about as weliequipped to be graduated in journalism as did large schools.
It may be that some publications experience is better than
none at all, but 33 out of 2 2 4 journalism graduates mentioned no journalism background. Perhaps small staffs,
by accepting more work in more subject areas, compensate
for lack of formal courses, equipment and letterpress experience. Moreover, journalism school curricula are not
built upon high school experiences beyond those required
for admission to the university.

1
W ithout accepting the records of 683 students during war
I and post-war years as typical, persons interested in recruiting
g for journalism education have in the study a few guides to
| purposeful action. The popularity o f school publications,
If even when they were extra-curricular, apparently prompted
| 568 out of 683 students to think about journalism education,
s And when to publications are added the courses and awards
| and trips and persons involved in primary and secondary
I education, the impact of those experiences is overwhelm• ingly evident. Those channels toward journalism as a
H profession are well built. Less well-maintained apparently
I are non-school contacts. Practitioners got 34 of 1,379 menm tions. Hence it follows that if supply did not meet demand
I during and after the years covered by the study, or if stu■ dents seemingly well-equipped for journalism were lost to
I other areas or disappeared altogether, motivations as reI fleeted in mentions were inadequate, misdirected, or sub| sequently dissipated in the array of competing affiliations.
The second part of the study, then, takes the same 683
| students through their university years and accounts for
I f their successes and failures in journalism and other sub-

I

jects.

The attrition on campuses doubtless varies, affected by
I both internal and external factors, but a ratio of three
I students to one graduate in journalism among 683 starters
j l prompts some attempt to account for drop outs along the
I way. In an area from which come so many freshmen and in
I a school staffed to teach a fairly specific number of majors,
' a predictable number will be released into the labor force
If annually. Or conversely, if demand seems to be 20 gradi uates, and if an attrition rate is similar to that shown by
■ the study, about 60 students will be needed as freshmen
i and transfers to journalism.

T o those 224 graduated in journalism are added another
95 graduates who as undergraduates gave up journalism
education in favor of other majors. Table 4 shows these
other subject areas, although the students’ routes from
journalism to other degrees were not always simple and
direct. T o the 11 who received degrees in business admin
istration might be added the 21 who transferred from
journalism to business administration and then dropped out
TABLE 4

D egrees Earned Other T han J ournalism
__________ Major_________________________ N um ber of Students
English
24
History, political science
13
Education
12
Business administration
11
Health, physical education
8
Sociology
7
Psychology
6
Law
5
Economics
3
Geology
1
Fine arts
1
Liberal arts
1
Home economics
1
Pharmacy
1
Spanish
1
_____________ Total_________________________________ 95___________

and the 13 who transferred from journalism to business ad
ministration and then left under discouraging grade defi
ciencies (Tables 5 and 6 ). These tables show the two
other types of drop outs. Noted but not tabulated, too,
were those who transferred several times before graduation
or failed to return. Some students sampled as many as
three or four majors. Interesting but perhaps applicable
only to the one study is the pattern of transfer, drop out
and graduation from one major to another. Attrition
seems to have been noticeably different.
TABLE 5

Attrition B ecause

of

Grade D eficiencies

N um ber of Students
Major_______________________
Journalism
91
Business administration
13
General
6
Home economics
3
English
2
Sociology
2
Psychology
1
Education
2
Health, physical education
1
Pre-law
1
Fine Arts
1
History, political science
3
Physical science
. 1
_____________ Total________________________________ 127___________

Among the 219 who dropped out, but not because of
inadequate grades, 57 as- shown in Table 6 transferred from
journalism to some other school or department and then
dropped out o f the university entirely. And of the original
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683 starters, 162 left school without encountering grade
difficulties or sampling another subject area. Financial
troubles, transfers to other colleges, marriage, military ser
vice and ill health and death were factors. N o attempt
was made to determine all of the causes because the uni
versity records reflect causes only on withdrawals.
T o the accounting, finally, were added the 17 who were
still in school when the 683 were accounted for and the
one who was suspended for disciplinary reasons.
One other arrangement of the cards might invite some
TABLE 6

Attrition W ithout Grade D eficiencies
Major at Tim e
Num ber of
Students
Of Drop Out__________________
Journalism
162
Business administration
21
English
16
General
5
Education
3
Psychology
3
Sociology
2
Modern language
2
Liberal arts
1
Botany
1
Physics
1
Music
1
Physical education
1
_____________ Total_______________________________ 219__________

conjectures regarding attrition and investments of both
study and teaching time and energies. Table 7 accounts
for the scholastic deficiency drop outs quarter by quarter
while in the School of Journalism and after transfer to
other schools and departments. Loss because of poor
grades after the sixth quarter in the journalism school was
negligible. Only four students actually left the journalism
TABLE 7

Rate

of

Attrition Because

of

Grade Deficiencies

School
Journalism
Non-Journalism
Quarter____________ Students______________Students

1

11

0

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

13
38
11
3
11
1
2
1

1
5
3
7
7
3
0
1

10

11

12

0

0

0

1

5

2

13
0
1
___________________ Totals______91__________________ 36__________

school because of noticeably poor grades after they began
their junior years. As the figures indicate, students dis
couraged because of grades tend to drop out in largest
numbers at the ends of freshman and sophomore years. One
obvious factor was the university’s regulation whereby stu
dents are rejected when D and F grades total the maximum

hours of failure and/or grade deficiency expressed in points
below a C average.
Among the 36 who left after transferring out of journal
ism with grade deficiencies on their transcripts, a far
heavier percentage remained on the campus into their
junior and senior years than those in journalism with
poor grades. None among the 91 journalism deficiency
drop outs began the senior year. Among the 36 non
journalism deficiency drop outs, nine succumbed academ
ically after starting the tenth quarter. One left school after
13 quarters. Or conversely, nine of 36 staved off failure,
outright or chronic, until well into their senior years.
The implications of attrition and transfer among the
683 students whose autobiographies ranged from no pre
university journalism motivations to as many as nine men
tions involve admission requirements, academic standards,
counseling and the possibility of influences of friends and
teachers in extra-registration situations.
As the figures indicate in Tables 4 and 6 , transfers from
journalism to business administration involved more drop
outs than graduates, whereas transfers to English resulted
in 24 graduates with majors in English and only two drop
outs attributed to inadequate grades. A parallel situation
exists in history and political science. Thirteen former
journalism students received degrees in those areas and
only three failed academically there after leaving journalism.
On one hand it would seem that the journalism school
invested considerable teaching on 91 students whose grades
discouraged further schooling and on 219 who simply quit
school. Y et the journalism school seemed to have applied
some protective counseling in that 95 transfers to other
subject areas got those degrees and only 36 among the
original 683 starters became academic mortalities after
leaving journalism. And with bias, it would seem that
journalism does not toss its majors out into other schools
or departments at first sign of possible failure. W hile in
adequate grades in non-journalism classes obviously affected
. grade averages, decisions to leave or not to return were made
in the journalism school most of the time.
In summary, while some pre-university journalism ex
perience and/or encouragement may be helpful, multiple
activities at the grade and high school level do not seem
to be noticeably important. Among the 31 motivations
most often cited, activities and experiences connected with
schooling seem best remembered. Persons are seldom
credited with affecting decisions. Granted that some brush
with journalism seemed to help, support of high school—
and even grade school— publications and teachers would ap
pear desirable from a recruiting viewpoint.
Then personal contacts, through career days and afterschool projects, might heighten credit given publishers
and others in a position to lend first-hand encouragement.
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Over the 12-year period spanned by freshmen to graduates,
34 mentions out of 1,379 seems not impressive.
Once enrolled in the School of Journalism, the 683 stu
dents become objects of various forces— to the extent that
about two of three starters succumb to other pressures. O f
the 224 graduates, many are not and perhaps never were
practitioners. Too, the trend away from sparsely populated

NEWSPAPER
AND

CANON

MEN
35*

areas toward cities costs Montana, the principal expense
bearer, many more of those 224 graduates.
And finally, and by way of rationalization, the 95 who
secured other degrees assumedly gained something from
journalism, and an institution charged with accepting grad
uates o f accredited high schools of its state must protect
both the student and the profession by responsible attrition.

TELLING
PLANE

ABOUT

CRASHES*

By Jack Vogel

By Duane E. Stallmann

Feelings concerning Canon 35 [prohibiting courtroom pho
tography] run deep. Most newspaper men are united in the
belief that they are being barred from a legitimate function, while
lawyers and judges are only slightly less united in their contrary
belief that the American Bar Association’s Canon 35 is a guide
to sound administration of criminal justice.
One point seems, to stand out. None of the groups is arguing
on the same ground. That is, no group brings forth a viewpoint
i to which the other takes exception; both bring forth different
-laims and virtually ignore the claims of each other. More spe
cifically, the press maintains that it has the right to photographic
’ access to trials because of the right of freedom of the press. The
bench replies by stressing the defendant’s right to a fair trial.
; The lawyers and judges do not deny the freedom of the press,
|aor do the editors deny the right of a fair trial.
Canon 35 was adopted in order to assure every litigant a fair
I :rial, by suggesting to trial judges that they would be better able
:o conduct fair trials by excluding photographers from court while
n session. The judges, moreover, have the undoubted right to
I zontrol the conduct of their courts. This includes the right to
[ enforce Canon 35.
The communication media, on the other hand, do not and
[ ihould not have any legal right to operate their cameras in the
[ :ourtroom. It is more basic to our society that citizens receive a
[ air trial in court than that the communication media have the
'ight to take photographs of a trial.
It is reasonable to believe that conditions may change to such
in extent that what is now believed to be a threat to judicial
procedure may some day appear to be no threat at all. Such a
I :hange could occur by reason of changes in values, changes in the
I ittitudes of the average person toward being photographed or
I elevised, or other changes not now apparent. This being posI ible, the prohibitions embodied in Canon 35, while believed
; :ssential here and now, can be justified only so long as necessary
I o assure fair trials. Until such changes occur, however, Canon 35
1 :ontinues to be a valid guide.

The attitude of airline companies [toward plane crashes] today
is entirely different from that of the 1 930’s when a single airline
disaster hurt passenger sales for months. The young industry was
trying to stand firm, and publicity resulting from crashes turned
passengers to the railroads. It also frightened away banks and
private investors.
At that time fear was understandable, but it did not warrant
the foolish practices that were followed in order to prevent an air
line’s name from being publicized. Airline employees painted
over insignia on wreckages so that pictures could not identify
the line involved. Photographers’ cameras were broken. A cen
sorship attitude developed toward all books, radio plays and
movies that featured airline crash scenes.
Suppression of news continued well after World W ar II. Some
aviation trade publications even refused to discuss crashes.
The only possible economic harm that could follow in the
wake of crash publicity was a dropping off in passenger revenues.
Statistics have proved this to be false.
At Elizabeth, N . J., where three major airline crashes occurred
in less than two months (late 1951 and early 1 9 5 2 ), a study of
the airlines involved indicates that there is no direct correlation
between crash publicity and a reduction in passenger sales. The
Grand Canyon crash of June 30, 1956, received extensive news
coverage with no significant decline in the number of persons
who bought airline tickets. On the contrary, the disaster cover
age served the cause of the airlines by helping to make clear to
the public that our air control system is outdated and inadequate.
The trend today is for full coverage of air crashes. This is
definitely an improvement over coverage given a few years ago
and helps the public gain a better understanding of airline oper
ations. Crashes are inevitable in the air transport industry, and
when they occur it is best to strive for full understanding.
The passengers interviewed by this writer [at Midway Airport
in Chicago] were asked if crash publicity had any effect on their
desire to fly. It was their opinion, generally, that when plane
disasters become common enough not to warrant news coverage
they will find another means of transportation.

I *Excerpt from "Cameras in the Courtroom,” a paper written in
I he School of Journalism Senior Seminar.

•Excerpt from "Airline Public Relations,” a paper written in the
School of Journalism Senior Seminar.
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A Threat to Freedom

TH E GENTLEMANLY PRESS
By K E N N E T H

G. C R A W F O R D

One of the nation’s most versatile and broadly experienced newsmen, K enn eth G. Craw
ford, senior editor and manager of the Washington Bureau of Newsweek magazine, was the
1958 Professional Lecturer and Dean Stone Night speaker at Montana. In his 30 years as a
newsman, Mr. Crawford has worked as reporter and bureau manager for United Press, White
House and Senate reporter for the New York Post, Philadelphia Record and other papers,
and war correspondent for Newsweek. He is the author of two books, Report on North
Africa and The Pressure Boys, and appears frequently on radio and television news forums.

The American Society of Newspaper Editors, at a recent
meeting in Washington, was told by one of its speakers
that journalism was losing its glamor for the young— that
attendance in journalism schools was falling o ff and that
editors no longer could take the pick of the annual crop
of June graduates.
W hile I have noticed no decline either in the quantity
or quality of applicants for jobs in the Washington Bureau
of Newsweek, I hope it is true that our craft is losing its
glitter appeal. Since I hope so, I am naturally inclined
to believe so.
I want to believe so for two reasons:
First: It confirms my impression that ours is not a
glamorous business. This impression has been growing
upon me for approximately 35 years— ever since I got
my first job in the Chicago Bureau of the United Press
back in the "Roaring 2 0 ’s” and was promptly assigned to
cover a hanging. I must confess that I have been a little
worried about my feeling that journalism is an exacting
:raft, not the fun and games non-journalists often seem to
think it is. I was afraid I might be getting old and jaded.
I take heart from the knowledge that younger men find
journalism unglamorous, too.
Second: Glitter and glamor are all right in their place,
but their place is in the circus. Journalism is not a circus.

It is perhaps not a profession, since anyone with a working
knowledge of the language is possessed of its basic tool.
But it is a calling which imposes rigid disciplines of its
own upon its practitioners— and even some degree of
dedication and sacrifice. I feel for young men and women
who take it up under the misapprehension that it is a sort
of civilian navy in which one may see the world, raise
hell in every port and never have to swab down a deck. I
have too often seen this kind of a bedazzled recruit jump
overboard on his first voyage.
Having said this much about journalism’s rigors, let me
add that it is still the one business that doesn’t bore a
certain kind of person to distraction. I am one of this
kind and I presume I am speaking to others of the species.
I am sure I should starve to death if forced to sell bonds
for a living; I should fare no better tilling the good earth,
much as I enjoy its products and its vistas; I have no yen
to understand the anatomy of the atom or even of my
fellow men.
But I am still fascinated by the shenanigans of people,
both individually and in groups. I am endlessly intrigued
by the parade of human folly, pathos, triumph and joy
which is the day-to-day, week-to-week, month-to-month
news of the world. Moreover, I have never gotten over
the itch to communicate my observations to others through
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the medium of the written word. I like to see my own
words in print. Perhaps it isn’t so much that I love journ
alism more, but that I loath it less than other forms of
gainful activity.
I rather doubt that it is necessary to dread other kinds
[ of work as much as I do to commit myself to a career in
[journalism. But I insist that one must have a robust
curiosity about human events and a very real urge to gossip
[about them if one is to make a go of it in American journ
alism.
There is another necessary qualification: One must be
j willing to learn to write— to translate what one has seen,
heard and thought into sentences, paragraphs and articles.
[ say willing to learn because nobody comes by this talent
I painlessly. W riters are made, not born, and self-made
:o boot. One hears these days about the need for students
I n elementary, secondary and advanced schools to buckle
Mown to the hard disciplines— physics, mathematics and
oreign languages— the implication being that the humaniies and the arts of expression are pushovers for anyone of
[ .verage intelligence.
It is probably true that almost anyone can, without too
nuch effort, dash o ff an intelligible personal letter in his
Liative language. It is not true that almost anyone can
|witness an event and then quickly write an accurate acount of what he has seen, much less synthesize a complex
f st of facts, ideas and impressions. W riting, even appar[ntly simple journalistic writing, is, I repeat, a harsh
1iscipline. I know of no one, however professionally comi etent, who does it easily. Every good piece is wrung
[ ut of the writer’s perspiring hide.
W HAT JO U RN A LISM NEEDS

i So much for what the journalistic recruit needs. W hat
[
I
I
I
I
I
I

propose to discuss is what journalism needs— what young
eople going into it must give it if the free press is going
> survive as a vital force in a community of free men.
s survival at this point cannot be taken for granted. Some
itics of our craft wouldn’t bet a plugged nickel today
lat there will be such a thing as a free press, as we have
lown it, 25 years from now— or even 10 years.

I If you haven’t seen it, I commend to your attention a
I x)k by Gerald W . Johnson, long of the Baltimore Sun
I ipers and now a frequent contributor to the N ew Repubi ‘. Its title is Peril and Promise: An Inquiry into Freedom
I the Press. Let me read you a short quote from it:
"Freedom of expression, which is inseparable from freeI >m of opinion, will inevitably disappear unless there is
■ strong and insistent demand for it; and there will be no
l ong and insistent demand unless freedom of expression
I obviously valuable to the public. A freedom which is
B joyed by nobody in town except one newspaper pub|her is of small value to anybody else and will not be

vigorously defended by the public. It is my belief that
unless the great majority of those publishers who have at
tained a monopoly accept the responsibility that goes with
monopoly, there will be some form of public interference
with freedom of the press within the next 10 years.”
And while I am quoting let me give you a few excerpts
from a speech made by Louis M. Lyons, curator of the
Nieman Foundation of Harvard, in accepting the Richard
A. Lauterbach Memorial award for 1958. He said:
"The press needs now and long has needed a new in
fluence to increase the dynamics of journalism. A few syn
dicated columnists and a couple of cartoonists now provide
most of the dynamics of American journalism. They are
spread far too thin. A few vigorous editorial pages are the
glory of their newspapers. A few investigative reporters
are exploring behind the blandness of official pronounce
ments to get at realities. But you can count on your
fingers and toes the reporters who are exposing masks
and the cartoonists who are puncturing facades. That isn’t
enough to be representative of the American press or to
characterize it as a vital institution.”
Here are some of the specifics of Lyons’ indictment:
"W e have the most conservative government on earth,
both in foreign and domestic affairs— and for the most
part the press contentedly accepts its timorous recoil from
all the challenges of the mid-twentieth century.
"A bold press is called for to prevent, by vigilant re
porting, the overriding of individual rights by demagogic
politicians, by secret police and by the perversion of inves
tigational processes to self-seeking headlines.
"But a decently restrained press is needed in dealing
with the private lives of individuals. Particularly is this
true when the exploitation of their situation threatens the
rights of individuals to a fair trial.”
ALARM FOR PRESS FU TU RE

W h ile I don’t go all the way with either of these critics,
I do share some of their alarm for the future of the Amer
ican press. I am not afraid that government will abridge
its freedom by direct action. Rather I ’m afraid that the
press will abridge its own freedom by failure to use its
muscles— by becoming too conformist, too relaxed in its
vigilance, too gentle in its criticism of prevailing public
policies, morals and manners.
This is a period in which it is difficult to distinguish
a middle-of-the-road Republican from a middle-of-the-road
Democrat. There are, it must be recognized, some sound
reasons for the present consensus. The threat of Soviet
Communism presents so great a challenge that it tends to
obscure less important public concerns. Everybody agrees
that Soviet Communism is a serious threat to the free
world and that we, as a nation, must do what we can to
meet it. Agreeing on this, we tend to neglect our dis
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agreements about other matters and even to neglect serious
debate about ways and means of coping with the big men
ace.
If the press doesn’t challenge the politicians, who’s going
to? There was plenty of press criticism of government
during the Roosevelt and Truman administrations, but
there has been a notable lack of the same kind of criticism
since President Eisenhower took over. This is due in part
— let’s face it— to the fact that most publishers are Repub
lican in their sympathies. However, the explanation isnt
all that simple. There is a large area of honest agreement
at this point about national policy— larger than existed in
the Roosevelt and Truman administrations. During Roose
velt’s time, the Russians were our allies. It took us most
of the Truman Administration to face up to the fact that
they weren’t allies in the same way that, say, the British
were. In fact, the press generally was disgracefully slow
to recognize the real intentions of the Soviet Union. A
little New York paper called the New Leader was several
years ahead of everybody in this.
Then came Senator Joseph McCarthy and again the press
failed to distinguish itself. By the time he arrived on
the scene, there was no longer any doubt about the char
acter of international Communism. Neither was there any
doubt that it had valuable allies doing its chores in some
corners of American life. McCarthy played on the public’s
by-now thoroughly aroused fears to tar all sorts of political
dissenters with the Communist brush. The press generally
was far too willing to lend itself to uncritical dissemination
of McCarthy’s smears.
It was television, in the end, which blew up McCarthyism.
Ed Murrow of Columbia Broadcasting System permitted
McCarthy to damn himself simply by splicing together
excerpts from McCarthy’s own speeches. McCarthy fin
ished the job himself by his performance before the cam
eras in the Army-McCarthy hearings.
WHERE ARE THE CRITICS?

The daily press, it seems to me, is distressingly uniform
these days. Whether western, eastern or southern, papers
look and read pretty much alike. They all head up the
AP or UPI report, handle the local news in a more or less
routine fashion and publish editorials that read very much
alike and command remarkably little attention. Say what
you will of Hearst and McCormick, they were lusty pub
lishers whose newspapers reflected their characters. Aside
from Harry Golden’s Carolina Israelite and Lucius Beebe s
Territorial Enterprise, I can’t think offhand of any truly
distinctive individualized newspaper now being published
in the United States.
W here are the H. L. Menckens, the George Jean Nathans,
the young Frank Kents these days? The American Mercury

conditioned my whole generation. Reacting from the
super-patriotism of the First W orld W ar, we ate up
Mencken’s iconoclasm. W e accepted it as axiomatic that
the majority was necessarily wrong. If all respectable
people accepted an idea, we declared it wrong on its face.
The depression only confirmed our belief that the people
who ran the nation were boobs. Most of us grew out of
this in time, but our skepticism lent color to the press for
a long time— at least up to the outbreak of the Second
World W ar, when we were willy-nilly drawn into agreement
by the obscenities of Adolph Hitler.
W e’ve been agreeing, I’m afraid, ever since. W e have
agreed too long. Our agreements are making the press
dull. It is this dullness, I believe, more than anything
else, which threatens our survival.
Y et I don’t want to leave the impression that the Amer
ican press has lost all its vitality or that, in some ways,
it isn’t doing a first rate job. It is. The New York Sunday
Times seems to me a magnificent performance week in
and week out. I don’t remember a sharper, more vital
critic of things as they are in Washington than Herblock,
the political cartoonist of the Washington Post. Nobody
can charge that the New York Post's editorial page lades
vigor in its dissents from majority opinion. Nor do I be
lieve that the press as a whole is any less responsible about
protecting the privacy of the non-official individual than
it ever has been— which may not be saying very much.
I am frank to say that I don’t know where the press
goes from here— what the answer to its future is. Radio
and television have cut its function as purveyor of spot
news— and some of the "See It Now” shows suggest that
it is poaching on other parts of the press preserves. Com
munism versus democracy will be an overriding concern
of the American public for a long time to come. Publish
ing is now big business. It isn’t easy for the dissenter to
finance his operations. PM— an experimenter in this field
—went through about $3 million (courtesy of Marshall
Field) before it fizzled out.
It is up to coming young men and women to put the
vitality back into the press. I and most of my generation
have had it. W e laboriously learned the rudimentary
theories of economics to keep up with Roosevelt; we found
out enough about war to know the difference between a
reconnaissance in force and a full-scale battle; we finally
learned about Marx and his present-day followers and about
the McCarthys. I refuse to learn about space travel. I’m
too old for it. That will be up to the young. Also, how
to restore the press to the position it once held as initiator
and inspirer as well as reporter. It won t be a glamorous
job but it will be a satisfying one to try.
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A Preliminary Inquiry:

THE MARKET FOR
NEWSPAPER PROPERTIES
By R I C H A R D

A. G A R V E R

The weekly newspaper represents perhaps the only avenue to publication ownership left
open to the aspiring journalist. Even that approach is narrowing. D r . R ic h a r d A* G a r v e r
has taken a preliminary look at the newspaper market and the person who handles such
sales, the broker. Dr. Garver now is acting director o f the MSU Bureau o f Press and
Broadcasting Research and an assistant professor in the School of Journalism. H e served
as assistant world desk editor for the Washington Post and Times Herald during the Sum
mer of 1958.

One of the ignored areas in journalism research con
cerns the buying and selling of newspaper properties.
Little is known of the number and types o f publications
on the market block at a particular time, the reasons for
selling, prices asked and the type of person interested
in buying a newspaper.

The study consisted of two parts, a letter written to
newspaper brokers asking for prospectuses of all news
papers they were handling and a later questionnaire con
cerning the market for newspapers.

There are, of course, valid reasons for this paucity of
information on newspaper sales. Much of a newspaper’s
value consists of consumer goodwill and advertiser con
fidence. A management considering selling-out would
not want to endanger this fragile asset with a premature
announcement of sale. Hence little is heard of publi
cations changing hands or merging until that actually
has become fact.
The newspaper broker also plays an important part in
muffling research into this area. Some of this desire for
secrecy is understandable. His business is built on con
fidence, and an unfortunate incident— conceivably an illadvised disclosure by some eager researcher— could ser
iously damage the reputation of a brokerage firm,
i Despite these barriers, an attempt was made to disI cover ( 1 ) how much cooperation could be anticipated
I from newspaper brokers in exploring this area, and ( 2 )
I what information concerning newspaper sales could be
■ gathered in a preliminary probe.

A list of 11 newspaper brokerage firms was compiled
by consulting trade publications. There undoubtedly are
more such firms in operation, but it was thought that the
most active firms, and therefore the most desirable to
contact, would be those regularly advertising themselves
to the journalism trade. A personal letter was sent to
each firm, asking for a copy of all prospectuses on daily
and weekly newspapers which it might normally forward
to a potential buyer. The letters were written early in
June, 1958, and the brokers were asked for information

NEW SPAPER PROSPECTUSES

covering the last six months of 1958.
W h ile the results of this approach certainly were not
overwhelming, they do indicate that a substantial number
of brokers would be willing to cooperate with research con
cerning newspaper sales.1
Four brokers promised to send information and followed
iThe author wishes to thank those brokers who did participate
in this project. A promise of anonymity prevents the listing of
their names here.
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their promises with considerable data. One of these
brokers stated he would be "glad to cooperate in any way
that is possible.” A second indicated he would consider
this researcher as a potential buyer and send along all data
that a person would receive on that basis. A third wrote
a six-page letter, offering much valuable information.
The other seven brokers approached were not so helpful.
Four firms never replied despite second letters on the sub
ject. One firm promised cooperation but never forwarded
any material although a reminder letter was sent. One firm
refused outright to participate in any manner. A final
firm indicated it did not work up and process any pro
spectuses or sales presentations, that all properties are
handled individually, and no general information was avail
able— a polite refusal.
After a second letter had been sent to those firms not
replying to the first request and still no answer was re
ceived, a different approach was taken. A letter on plain
stationery indicating some general interest in a newspaper
purchase was sent to one of the non-cooperating four firms.
The firm, which had refused to reply to two letters on
official stationery containing promises of secrecy, im
mediately forwarded prospectuses of 20 newspapers with
a covering letter offering further particulars.
Only one broker was approached in this manner. The
hearty reaction of the firm in supplying information to a
person of unknown dependability, while refusing even to
communicate with supposedly a second different person
interested in research, does not speak well for the rela
tionship between journalism researcher and those persons
associated in some manner with journalism.
The five brokers, including the firm cooperating un
wittingly, indicated that, while information concerning the
weekly newspaper market is fairly accessible, a compre
hensive picture of daily newspapers being readied for sale
or being sold is impossible to obtain. As one broker
commented:
Dailies are few and far between and it is not too usual
for them to be listed in the sense you ask for. In other
words, we have to call on the owners over a period of
time, and then when they are ready to do business, we
bring in the right man and work out a deal. The finan
cial statements are rarely given in advance dealings.

Another brokerage firm commented: "Normally, dailies
move as fast as we can secure them.”
W hat then of weekly newspapers?
First of all, it
probably is impossible to determine how many newspapers
are for sale at any given time. The broker agencies re
quire the hopeful seller to sign a listing agreement, giving
an agency exclusive right to sell the property while the
listing agreement is in effect. This business practice,
while necessary for the protection of the broker, creates
isolated clusters of newspaper properties for sale and pre
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vents an estimation of properties in the market unless all
brokers will cooperate by supplying this information.

Newspaper Price Tag
Enough information was forwarded by cooperating
brokers to substantiate their contention that there is no
simple formula for estimating the value of a particular news
paper property.
One broker commented:
I have decided there is no rule by which newspaper
sales or the valuation of newspapers can be decided. As
a matter of fact, it all is based upon the human element.
By that I mean, as an illustration, two exclusive county
seat weeklies located in adjoining counties of the same
population, bank deposits, property evaluation, and all
other factors, will have entirely different records. One
publisher will make a substantial return, say $ 10,000
a year, while the man in the next county will have trouble
breaking even.

Grimes, in a recently published booklet on newspaper
evaluation, lists 11 methods for ascertaining the value of a
property, but he comes to the conclusion that " . . . appraisal
is an art, not a science . . . Every valuation is a prophecy
which expresses the opinion of the future which the ap
praiser has formed, on basis of the facts known about the
property and judgment concerning economic trends.”2
A study of prospectuses in this project indicates that
the asking price for a newspaper often is pegged at or
slightly below the newspaper’s annual gross income. It
TABLE 1

R elation

of

N ewspaper N et Profits

Net Profit
$ 3,000

4,000
5.000
6.000
7.000
8.000
9,000
10.000
11.000
12.000
15.000
20,000

to

Gross Incomes

Gross of Various Papers
$ 9,000;

45,000

32,000; 73,000
10,000;
9,000;
23,000;
10,0 0 0 ;
17,000;
36,000;
44,000
23,000;
36,000;
28,000;
6 7 ,0 0 0 ;
80,000

36,000; 48,000
20,000; 40,000
25,000
25,000; 36,000
2 2 ,000; 30,000;
38,000; 70,000
32,000;
90,000

3 5 ,0 0 0 ;
40,000; 40,000

76,000

should be emphasized that this is the asking price and not
necessarily the selling price. If the asking price for a
newspaper property tends to be that of its annual gross in
come, why should there be any difficulty in estimating
2John Alden Grimes, Methods of Evaluation for Interests in
Newspaper Publishing Enterprises, (New York: Allen Kander
and Company, 1 9 5 9 ).
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I the value of a particular property? A tabulation of prospectuses in which was mentioned net earnings in relation
| to annual gross income throws some light on this difficulty.
The range of net-gross ratios was enormous. Obviously,
1 some of the net profits included owners’ salaries and other
I costs, while other nets did not. For example, the net profit
I of various newspapers grossing $ 36,000 ranged from $5,000
I to $11,000. W hen one considers other variable factors,
I such as growth potential, then true valuation become a com| plex problem. See Table 1 above.

QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS

I

Five of 11 newspaper brokers completed and returned
the seven-item questionnaire which was mailed to the
entire group. Three of the five were brokers who had
supplied information on newspaper prospectuses, one had
extended an offer of help without giving any information,
and the fifth was from a broker who had not replied to
earlier letters. The questions and replies, listed below,
represent an attempt to obtain from the brokers informa
tion which could not be gained by consulting prospectuses.

m

1. What type o f newspaper constitutes the largest group
o f those for sale?

I Circulation and Price
The prospective newspaper buyer, particularly the per| son who has not before been a publisher, is interested in
I "how much newspaper” he can buy for a certain price.
I In an attempt to discover if there is any relationship be1 tween circulation of a publication and the asking price,
I the prospectuses of 59 weeklies were studied.
The circulation-asking price comparison was made under
I two conditions. First, comparisons were made only where
I there was information available on at least two newspapers
in a particular circulation category. Secondly, the prices for
i all newspapers in a particular class were averaged in order
I to give some typical single figure. The results are contained
>in Table 2. Once again, it should be remembered that
■ this table, at best, is a very rough approximation of what
§ might be expected in purchasing a weekly newspaper.
I Variations from these figures might be considerable in light
§ of the information in Table 1.
Table 2 indicates that, in terms of circulation, larger
1 newspapers actually cost more per subscriber. For ex
ample, the average asking price for six newspapers of 500
■ circulation was $7,000. The average asking price for 11
1 newspapers of 1,000 was not $14,000 but $20,000. This
1 relationship of increasing cost per subscriber as the total
1 number of subscribers increases appears to hold fairly con■ sistent, at least as concerns the weeklies considered in this

I

I ; study.
TABLE 2

R elation
Circulation
400
500
600
700
800
900

of

Circulation
Asking Price
$
7 ,500
7,000
11,500
12,000
12,500
17,000

to

Asking Price
N um ber of Papers
2
6
6
7
4
3

1,000

20,000

11

1,200
1,300
1,400
1.500
2,000
2.500

32,000
34,0 0 0
3 5 ,000
4 2 ,0 0 0
4 4 ,0 0 0
125,000

4
4
3
4
3
2
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---------- Large daily ( over 100,000 circulation)
---------- Medium daily (2 5 ,0 0 0 to 100,000)
_______Small daily ( under 25,000)
______ Large weekly ( over 5,000)
i______ Medium weekly (1 ,0 0 0 to 5,000)
_______ Small weekly ( under 1,000)
Four brokers agreed that the small weekly constitutes
the largest class of newspapers on the market. A fifth
marked the medium weekly class. One of the respondents
indicated that the number of publications for sale is in
creasingly smaller as one moves from the small weekly
class to the large daily class.

2 . Considering certain important factors, such as con
dition o f equipment, net profit and market potential being
somewhat equal within a class, what type of newspaper
is generally sold most quickly?
There was considerable disagreement concerning the
class o f newspaper most quickly sold. One vote each was
cast for the large daily, the medium daily, the small daily,
the medium weekly, and the final broker indicated that
properties in any circulation class from large weekly on
up are sold equally fast.
3. What type of newspaper is often the most difficult
to sell?
The replies were unanimous that the small weekly is
the most stagnant publication on the newspaper market.

4. A comparison o f various prospectuses seems to indi
cate that the larger the gross of a publication, the larger
the percentage of that gross is net profit. For example,
a weekly grossing $9,000 may net $3,000 while a weekly
grossing $18,000 may net $7,000. Would you comment
on this?
Four of the five brokers specifically mentioned that
the net-gross ratio reaches its highest point with weekly
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newspapers grossing approximately $50,000.
Two of
these respondents stated that the above relationship often
appears to be true because in the larger operations the
profits are higher, as advertising rates are higher in pro
portion to actual tangible investment and wages paid are
somewhat the same as those of smaller newspapers. That
is, a small newspaper has many of the basic expenses that
a paper twice as large has. As one broker stated, it is
difficult to make more than a bare living from any news
paper grossing less than $15,000.
The profit percentage often drops as one enters the
small daily field, another broker stated, and then in
creases again until tax limitations begin to reduce this
percentage on large dailies.

5. It may be difficult to make generalizations, but
could you describe the typical person who approaches
your firm with intent of purchasing a publication? Is he
a publisher or non-publisher? What appear to be his
motivations?
Prospective newspaper purchasers are either former
publishers who wish to move up to a larger publication
or change their residence, or journalism-connected persons
who wish to get into publishing for the first time. Two
brokers indicated that the split was nearly equal between
these two types of prospective purchasers, while another
broker stated that former owners make up only 25 per
cent of would-be purchasers, but that they actually buy
as many newspapers as the other 75 per cent.
On the question of motivations of the person desiring
to operate a newspaper, three respondents indicated that
the primary force was one of personal satisfaction. One
called it "wanting the life of a newspaper publisher.” An
other said "love of work.” The two other brokers rated
the desire to own your own business as the major motiva
ting force with a wish to create an estate as a secondary
factor.

6. There must be a large group of persons who think
they would like to own a newspaper and inquire of you
concerning publications but never actually purchase a
paper. What type of person might this be?
The brokers generally agreed that the "non-purchasers”
may be divided into two groups: the person who wants
to become a newspaper owner but finds he does not have
enough money to make a large enough down payment so
he can amortize the remaining debt and still provide suf
ficient income for his family, and the person who does
have sufficient funds but becomes afraid when he studies
properties and discovers how complex running a news
paper is.
One broker stated that at least 75 per cent of all in

quiries come from people not qualified to perform and
who never do perform. These he classifies mostly as re
porters, editors, solicitors, public relations men and ad
vertising agency men. Another respondent characterized
the non-purchasers as printers or printer-operators, with
a minority as recent journalism graduates.

In terms o f supply and demand, how would you say
the newspaper market shapes up? Are there more buyers
o f publications than there are persons who want to sell?
I f this condition is uneven, in which classes is there a
buyers’ market and in which groups a sellers’ market?
7.

A synthesis of opinion indicates that, generally speak
ing, there probably are more sellers of newspapers than
buyers.
As most brokers pointed out, however, this
means serious buyers, not mere inquiries for information.
The question was tersely answered by one broker:
There are five buyers for every good daily. The num
ber of buyers for good weeklies is probably only about
one and one-half times the supply today. In the very
small weekly division, there are probably fewer buyers
than properties.

Two other brokers indicated that there is a good de
mand for newspapers grossing $40,000 or more, and that
the buyers’ market is in the very small weeklies in towns
of less than 1,000 .
A fourth broker stated that in the daily field the great
est number of inquiries (n ot necessarily actual buyers) are
for properties with 10,000 to 20,000 circulation.
t
SUMMARY

This study was an attempt to discover how much co
operation might be anticipated from newspaper brokerage firms during research into newspaper marketing and
what information could be gathered in a preliminary
probe.
Generally, the prospects appear bright for research
into this area. The brokers appear more hesitant to
supply financial information concerning newspaper properties than they are to answer a questionnaire. Four of 11
brokers willingly supplied financial information. A fifth
broker unwittingly supplied such data. Two of the five
brokers answering the questionnaire were persons who
had not supplied information in response to the earlier
request. Thus it seems that if the researcher can obtain
cooperation of enough brokers in gathering basic financial
data (and this appears possible), then a larger number
of these brokerage people will respond to a questionnaire
based on that data. Perhaps a truer picture of the health
of American newspapers could be obtained by studying
newspapers up for sale and being sold, rather than
merely counting at year’s end the number of publications
that have been sold or merged or have gone out of business,
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THE HEART AND SOI L
OF THE NEWSPAPER
By L A U R E N

SOTH

Editor o f the editorial pages of the Des Moines Register and Tribune , Lauren Soth is
serving as the third Dean A. L. Stone Visiting Professor in the MSU School of Journalism
during the 1959 Spring Term. H e was awarded the Pulitzer Prize for distinguished editorial
writing in 1956, and has established himself as one o f the leading agricultural experts in the
nation. He is the author of a book, F arm T ro uble , and has written many articles on farm
problems for several periodicals. Mr. Soth is an officer in the National Conference of Editorial
Writers, in addition to many other honors he has won for his crisp, well-researched editorials.

The editorial page sets the tone and marks the character
of a newspaper. It reflects the moral standards of the
owners and editors. It mirrors the personality of the
people who run the newspaper, as human beings with
emotions, prejudices and blind spots, but with reason,
conscience and fairness— in varying degrees.
Sometimes the editorial page is stamped with the im
print of one personality. In earlier days in the metro
politan press, this was the usual thing; in smaller
communities, it is the usual thing today. In most large
cities today, however, the editorial page reflects joint
ownership, joint editorship, and is not the creature or
the intellectual image of a single individual. It often
takes on some of the characteristics of a public institution,
with attitudes which stem from tradition or from the
community of which it is a part. It presents a common
denominator of a group of opinions, much as a public
board or commission or a corporation board of directors
states a group judgment.
But whatever the character of the newspaper, the
editorial page will reveal it most plainly. Some news
papers, like some people, are cowardly; some are coura
geous; some are stupid; some are intelligent; some are
lazy and some are energetic.
A newspaper without an editorial page— or with one
(so labeled) which never expresses a controversial opinion

or conducts a debate— is a poor newspaper. It is not
fulfilling its responsibilities as a fourth arm of govern
ment in a democracy.
The press is an arm of government in any political
system. It serves the purposes of a tyrant or an oligarchy
by shaping and directing the opinions of the subjects to
the ends of the rulers. It fills the minds of the people
with a dogma or creed and a set of facts to go with the
dogma. In a democracy, the press serves the purposes
of government by acting as an intelligence agency for the
people, who rule and are not "subjects.” It provides them
with information and analysis and delineates the choices
in public affairs. This responsibility for public intelli
gence cannot be met without providing opinion, argumen
tation, interpretation, winnowing of issues and, yes, a
little haranguing. That is where the editorial page fits
in.
Because the editorial page shows the editors’ attitude
and their way of reaching decisions, it provides a good
index for readers of the standards the editors follow in
covering and presenting the news.
This is not to say that a paper which endorses Repub
lican candidates for office will necessarily slant the news
to favor the Republicans. Political orientation of the edi
tors and owners— whether they are conservative, liberal,
middle of the road, Democratic or Republican— has nothing
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to do with their standards of journalistic integrity and res
ponsibility. The question is: Do the managers of the
newspaper permit their own opinions to affect the reliability
and honesty of the news presentation?
The editorial page, where opinion is frankly stated, and
where nearly all newspapers now keep their expressions
of opinion, is a key to the all-around ethical standards
of the newspaper. If the opinions on the editorial page
are supported by dishonest representations of the facts,
by half-truths and distortions, it may often be assumed
that the editors are not careful about presenting all sides
of issues in their news columns.
In judging the performance of the press, the public as
well as professional newspapermen themselves too often
exclude the editorial page. The assumption seems to be
that on this page anything goes: the editor has carte
blanche to lie, cheat, trick and mislead his readers, for this
is the place where sordid opinion is stated and all the
bars are down. If the newspaper runs the full AP stories
and gives equal space and play to all sides of public issues
in the news columns, then that is proof the newspaper
is doing an honest job of serving the public.
TOO LOW A STANDARD

This is too low a standard for modern journalism. A
newspaper which sinks to a gutter level of debate on its
editorial page will not be trusted by its readers to be fair
in its news columns. All matters of fact should be pre
sented as straight on the editorial page as in the news
columns. It is just as dishonest to leave out of an editorial
facts which do not support the paper’s view as it would
be to leave these facts out of the news columns. The
reader cannot have confidence in the newspaper’s opinion
unless he knows the editors are looking at the whole pic
ture as objectively as they can.
The separation of opinion from straight news reporting
by segregating it on the editorial page has done much to
establish objective standards in news coverage in Amer
ican newspapers. But this is not enough. Despite rigid
separation, including separation of editors and staffs, an
editorial page that reflects bigotry, complete one-sidedness
and ends above means most probably will color the
news columns. Reporters would not be human if they
did not allow their selection of facts and their manner
of presentation of the facts to be influenced by the tone
and attitude of the editorials in their newspaper.
This can work both ways. The news editors and re
porters may lean in the opposite direction to offset what
they consider to be unfairness and lack of reasonableness
in the editorial columns. Or they may try to please the
editor and publisher by writing the news so as to support
the editorial position of the paper.
The point is not that a strong and vigorous editorial

position will be reflected in distorted news coverage. It
depends on how that strong editorial position is reached
and carried out. Does the editor try to support his views
by the methods of logic and reason, with full recognition
of other points of view? Does he insist that the facts
in editorials be full and fair to the other side? Does he
shun the demagogic tricks of taking out of context, of
exploiting stereotypes, of attributing bad motives?
An editorial page which prints only the one opinion
which its editors endorse cannot command confidence of
the public in the long run. If the editors are not willing
to expose their ideas to the competition of letters from
readers, of articles and essays expressing opposition, then
they give credence to the charge that they select the
news also to support their views.
The best newspapers of the country are those with the
best editorial pages. Did you ever hear of a newspaper
with a reputation for excellence in news coverage which
did not also have a strong editorial page? A fair editorial
page? In anybody’s list of great newspapers of America
you would find the New York Times, the St. Louis PostDispatch, the Louisville Courier-]ournal and Times, the
Washington Post and Times Herald, the Minneapolis Star
and Tribune, the Christian Science Monitor, the Mil
waukee Journal, the Providence Journal, the Denver Post,
the Little Rock Arkansas Gazette, and the Baltimore Sun,
among others.
SOME CHARACTERISTICS

W hat are some of the common characteristics of these
newspapers? For one thing, they all have vigorous edi
torial pages. And on these editorial pages you will find
relatively little sheer dogma and cant. The editors of
these newspapers argue their points of view on a high
level. They treat their readers as mature human beings
with minds, as well as emotions. They do not take a
high and mighty attitude, as much as to imply that their
own opinions are divinely inspired and that those who dis
agree are moved by base considerations, are unpatriotic,
stupid or even sinful. These editorial pages are not con
sistent to a fault. They change their opinions occasion
ally. They admit it when proved wrong.
Quite evidently, they are edited and written by people
who have high ideals and do not put ends above means.
The editors of these papers see their positions as a public
trust, and their news columns are trusted by their readers.
Though they "take a stand” and do not "ride the fence,”
these editors do not blind their eyes to other viewpoints.
They give the other side a fair hearing; they grant that
those of contrary mind may be as honestly motivated as they
themselves.
It may be noted, too, that these newspapers usually
rated best by both the public and professional journalists
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are liberal in their editorial views.

Or perhaps it would

be better to say they are open-minded. They do not worship
at some shrine of social organization.

They are not mere

spouters of what John Kenneth Galbraith calls the "con
ventional wisdom.”

They doubt and probe as a good

intelligence agency should.
They are independent of political parties, pressure
groups and outside influence.
Some have consistently
supported Republican candidates in recent years; some
have nearly always supported Democrats. But none of
them is committed in advance to a political party.
Few well thought of newspapers in the United States,
for that matter, could be classified as reactionary or iso
lationist.
Few could be rated as totalitarian or anti
democratic in political philosophy. Few could be said to
be so indiscriminating as to sacrifice individual liberties
in an attempt to uproot an abhored doctrine such as Com
munism. O f the papers mentioned here, not one was a
supporter of Senator Jo e McCarthy. N ot one has opposed
the United Nations, the N orth Atlantic Treaty Organi
zation or the world court. N ot one favored the Bricker
amendment, which would have curbed the authority of
the national government in world affairs.
Think of a newspaper with a bigoted, violently one
sided editorial page. Is that newspaper not also distrusted
for its news coverage? N ot many newspapers publish
deliberately slanted news stories these days— but news
selection, editing and headline writing are highly sub
jective functions. A reader who wants all the news and
wants it straight likes to feel that the editors doing the

THE BIG CHANGE:

p o p u l a r iz in g

selecting and head writing are not trying to prove a point
or to substantiate an editorial position. A paper with a
screaming editorial page cannot inspire this feeling of
confidence in its editors. It appeals only to those who
do not want to reason, who prefer to live by stereotypes
and symbols, and whose minds do not want to be confused
by the facts.
A large portion of mankind, regrettably, falls into this
category. So if making money were the only yardstick
for newspaper operation (as it sometimes unfortunately
is ) , distorted news reporting and blatant emotionalism on
the editorial page would be good business. They are
good business. A t least it is difficult to show much cor
relation between responsibility in public affairs and profits
in the newspaper business. Many "bad” newspapers, from
the viewpoint of public responsibility, make high profits
for their owners. (M odern metropolitan newspapers, of
course, are more than a public intelligence agency for
democratic government— they are also entertainment media,
and it is virtually impossible to tell whether a newspaper’s
financial success is more closely related to one function
than another.)
Y e t the vast majority of American newspapers do have
high standards in news and opinion writing. For some
reason, newspaper ownership and the journalism profession
attract men and women of ideals. It is a high calling,
this Fourth Estate. It parallels in many ways the clergy
and the judiciary. And the editorial page of the news
paper best represents the high standards of journalism
for .a democracy. It is the heart and soul of the newspaper
and of the journalism profession.

a

h is t o r y

m a g a z in e *

By D on D ehon
The Montana Magazine of History undertook a big change in
the spring issue of 1953. The cover design had been changed in
January, but the magazine’s content and size remained the same.
Why, then, did the publishers change the format? Michael Ken
nedy, magazine managing editor, answered:
"The first few issues of the magazine were clearly imitative of
the standard state historical publication. This was an attempt
at a more spritely format . . . we changed format and branched
out with what was a revolutionary, modern and unorthodox style
in this highly conservative, antiquarian field. W e wanted a maga
zine with verve, color and individuality.”
And what a transition it was!
The magazine increased in size to a IY 2 by 10Vi-inch page.
Its thickness was reduced. The table of contents was placed on
the inside. The paper was now glossy and of a better quality.
Two columns to a page were used instead of one.
Several
features were added.
A column by Bob Fletcher, "Montana Medley,” offered light,
frothy bits of information in the form of folklore. Book reviews

were added. The number of illustrations in the new magazine
increased tremendously. Photographs averaged one to a page
and the number of sketches and paintings also increased.
The articles were still of a wide variety of intellectual tastes.
There appeared to be a slight increase in the number of popular
articles.
W ith the W inter, 1954, issue, the magazine began the policy
of using the artwork of Montana’s famous cowboy artist, Charles
M. Russell, for its cover pieces. Later issues contained Kodachrome
color reproductions and copy plugging Montana as a vacation
spot. Advertising was added.
Starting with the Spring, 1955, issue, the Montana Historical
Society, having gained the necessary financial power and wanting
to expand its magazine even more, began the publication of
Montana, T h e Magazine of Western History, the largest state
magazine of history in the United States today.
•Excerpt from "A Study of the Founding, Development and Con
tent of Montana Historical Magazines,” a paper written in a
journalism history course.
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THREE EDITORS . . .
THREE ISSUES . . .

'

THREE Y E A R S . . .

I

ifl

By H O U S T O U N WA R I N G

I

A weekly editot whose newspaper and editorials have f&ceived international recognition, HousTOUN W aring can realistically estimate the effectiveness o f editorial crusading. H e has been

editor o f the Littleton (Colo.) Independent for 32 years. During this time he won the Gros
man Editorial Plaque for the best editorials in Colorado the first two years it was awarded
and received the Parkhurst Community Service Award at the University o f Colorado on eight
occasions. H e was named the outstanding alumnus of the College of Journalism at the Univer
sity of Colorado. Mr. Waring founded the Department of Journalism at the University of Den
ver in 1933 and served as chairman on a part-time basis for six years. In 1931 the United
States State Department featured Mr. Waring in a film, "Small Town Editor,” which is still
being shown in 20 languages in 83 countries. Mr. Waring served as the second Dean A. L.
Stone Visiting Professor in the MSU School of Journalism during Pall, 1938.

The notable weakness in our democracy is state gov
ernment.
More improvements are needed on the state level than
anywhere else, and the crusade leading toward these im
provements can be carried out by small-town newspapers.
This is an age of Big Corporations, Big Unions, Big
Government, and Big Newspapers, but three grass-roots
editors may accomplish reforms that are unattainable by
a metropolitan daily alone.
I have always said that three letters from readers are
often enough to modify an editorial policy. And I believe
that three small-town editors driving away on three state
reforms will normally achieve their goals within three years.
N o editors, as far as I know, have ever sat down and
agreed to campaign in this fashion, but results have been
obtained by them even without a formal pact. Other re
forms have failed because only one or two men have shown
persistence.
A crusade concerning state government should have the
appearance of spontaneity in order that other newspapers
will lend a helping hand. Preferably, it should be led

by editors of both political beliefs and from different parts
of the state.

In populous states, more than three editors

would be required.
It is my experience, working alone, that many needed
changes don’t come about for 10, 20, or 30 years.

Con

certed effort should win public and lawmaker support in
a briefer period— say three years.
I should like to hedge here a bit. The changes in state
government that I am talking about are not highly con
troversial like reapportionment, a new tax or consolidation
of counties. Three small-town dailies or weeklies could
hardly effect such programs. They could stir up enough
agitation, however, to push through other changes.
All states except Alaska, which has a quite modern gov
ernmental charter, are handicapped by laws and practice
and institutions that the public generally does not recognizt
as obsolete. They aren’t regarded as sacred traditions'
They simply are not thought about at all— by the voters o
the state.

•

Let’s look at some of the improvements that could b
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made in most states with only a moderate amount of con

was in need of some correction.

troversy.
First of all, there’s judicial reform. A start could be
made with the much-abused justice of the peace system
and followed by other changes similar to those voted by

service was no longer required, it needed less money or

Missouri.
Secondly, a beginning could be advocated in the re
organization of state government. Often the civil service
system needs overhauling, or there is an overlapping of
bureaus or a legislative council is required. The list is

endless.
Closely connected with state reorganization is the short
ballot which can be extended down to the counties. The
Federal Government is operated by a simple but effective
method. The voter makes one " X ” for the President and
Vice President. He makes another for a congressman.
Twice in six years he is asked to vote for a senator. There’s
no complication, no long list of names or amendments.
Yet by this means we control the greatest government on
earth. The "short ballot” of the Federal Government is
? recommended by political scientists for state and county
elections, but their voices are not heard by legislators or
other public officials. A few newspapers could create a
I climate for this reform to take place. W hen such a change
I occurs, voters won’t be bewildered by 60 or 100 decisions
I in the polling booths. They will investigate a few men and
I vote upon them with some advance information. The first
I dividend from such a short ballot is that government will
I reside principally in the hands of the chief executive and
I the lawmakers, as is the case in W ashington. In the
I counties, the power would rest in the county commis-

I
1
■
I
B
I

sioners.
The governor of Colorado once appointed me, along
with several legislators and citizens, to study the state’s 23
institutions. W e discovered, with the aid of local and
out-of-state consultants, that Colorado was wasting money
and not getting the results desired. Nearly every institution

Either the institution’s

more money or its administrative set-up was poor.

I

suspect that all states would benefit by changes in their
institutions, but who is to lead the way if the editors don’t?
Many states suffer from stream pollution, inadequate
laws to protect minorities and poor financial structures. The
average rural editor may not recognize the most important
problems.

But he can find out from the statehouse re

porters of the dailies and the wire services, and he can
consult with specialists in state government at the various
colleges and universities. As governor of Wisconsin, Robert
LaFollette achieved excellent results— thanks to the advice
he received from the state university campus. Such help
is also available to editors.
I have suggested that only three crusades be conducted
at a given time. It is improbable that a small-town editor
could keep on top of more than a handful of problems,
and his attention would be so diverted that he and his
colleagues would solve none of them. Still, he will bore
his readers if he rides one horse to death. Three state
issues, each dealt with monthly or bi-monthly, seem to me
about the correct number. This is far more than most of
us are writing about. A study in Missouri indicates that
only one editorial on a state problem appears annually in
the average weekly.
Three small-town editors can carry the ball for more
yardage. They should rely on all the tricks of the trade
— making use of charts, photographs and interviews to call
attention to the problem and its solution. Reprints of ed
itorials and stories should be mailed to other editors as
well as ministers, legislators and action groups. And one
of the crusading editors should keep a record of what each
newspaper is doing. This will serve as a help to future
crusaders and it will encourage the three participants
to keep pounding away under "the three-year plan.”

HAGERTY’S POW ERFUL ROLE’
By Frank Crepeau

James Hagerty is the most powerful presidential press secretary
■ in history. Under his influence the President’s primary channel
B o f two-way communication with the electorate, the press conB ference, has taken on new dimensions. The reasons for Hagerty’s
I power are many.
He has been given^Sy the President, the authority to speak for
■ the President and the whole administration. The President’s staff
B system has given control of public relations policies to Hagerty.
.If Illnesses suffered by the President have contributed to the growth
■ 3f Hagerty’s role. And the President, by his inclination to let the
B lust settle before commenting on significant issues and to hold
H >nly sporadic press conferences, has made Hagerty the spokesman
■M :or the White House.

Published by ScholarWorks at University of Montana, 2015

Perhaps the new concepts of press relations and the press con
ference which are being used now will be standard practice in
the future. The Eisenhower administration certainly has given
a great deal of attention to all aspects of public relations. Whether
or not this contributes to the people’s knowledge of how the
government is run is another matter. The newsman cannot abdi
cate in favor of a press secretary. The press will have a lot to say
about how future press conferences are run and to what extent
the presidential press secretary will control the news.

#An excerpt from "The Presidential Press Secretary,’’ a paper
written in the School of Journalism Senior Seminar.
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LITTLE ROCK EPISODE

i

IN

I

CHINESE NEWSPAPERS*

f

By F R E D E R I C K
D r . F r e d e r i c k T . C. Y u had been conducting research in the areas of international communi

cation and public opinion during the academic year 1958-59 with a post-doctoral International
Relations Fellowship sponsored by the Ford Foundation. He will complete his work at Har
vard University and the M. I. T. Center for International Studies in September and return to
Montana and his post as director of the Bureau o f Press and Broadcasting Research.

The Little Rock racial episode in the fall of 1957 was,
in the words of Harry S. Ashmore, the famed editor of the
Arkansas Gazette, "by universal judgment, the second big
gest news story of the year— topped only by Sputnik .”1*
How was this big story handled by hostile Chinese Com
munist newspapers? How much information about the
Arkansas controversy was brought to the attention of their
readers? W hat kind of information was presented? In
what manner was the information handled? W hat images
of the United States were created?
On the other hand, how was this same racial issue handled
by a Nationalist Chinese newspaper that is extremely
friendly toward the United States? W ould it minimi2e the
incident so as not to embarrass the United States as an
ally? W ould it stress certain themes that would solicit
sympathy or understanding for the United States?
And how was this problem of racism treated in a Chinese
newspaper in Hong Kong, a colony still under the rule of
white men?
1Harry S. Ashmore, "The Story Behind Little Rock,” Nieman Re
ports, April, 1958, p. 4.

These were some of the major questions sought to b<
answered in this study.
STUDY DESIGN

Six Chinese newspapers were studied, induding four ii
Communist China, one in Nationalist China and one ii
Hong Kong. They were:

1. Jen Min Jih Pao or People’s Daily (P eip in g ), of fids
organ of the Central Committee of the Chinese Communi:
Party and commonly regarded as the Chinese Pravda;
2. Ta Kung Pao or The Impartial ( P eip in g), once China
leading prestige newspaper, commanding the same respe
in China as the New York Times in the United States, bi
now under strict though unofficial control of the Peipir
regime;
*This article is based on a paper presented in Prof. Daniel Lerne
seminar on mass media and communication systems at the Cent
for International Studies, Massachusetts Institute of Technolo/
It is part of a broader study of the coverage of Little Rock
foreign publications. The author is deeply grateful to Profest I
Lerner for his valuable advice.
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3. Wen Hui Poo (Shanghai), an influential newspaper,
especially among the intelligentsia in Red China;

4. Kung Jen Pao or Daily W orker (P eip in g ), official
organ of the Executive Committee of the All-China Fed
eration of Trade Unions;

5. Chung Yang Jih Pao or Central Daily News (Taipei,
Taiwan), mouthpiece of Chiang Kai-shek’s Nationalist
G ov ern m en t;

6. Sing Tao Wan Pao (H ong K o n g ), an important com
mercial evening paper catering to the general interest of
Chinese in Hong Kong.'
The period of September 1957 was covered because it
represents a period during which the Little Rock incident
should have been "in the news.” A few highlights of the
event explain the news character of the period:
Sept. 2: Governor Faubus ordered Arkansas National
Guard to guard Central High School and told Negro stu
dents to stay home;
Sept. 14: President Eisenhower and Governor Faubus
met at Newport, R.I.;
Sept. 24: President Eisenhower issued the Executive
Order authorizing federalization of Arkansas National
Guard and dispatched the 101st Airborne paratroopers to
Little Rock to enforce integration.
Two dimensions of analysis were used.
One part was an attempt to describe and analyze quanti
tatively coverage of the Little Rock incident and to de
termine the degree of attention the event received during
the study period.
Elements measured were: ( 1 ) number of items, includ
ing news stories, editorials, pictures and other editorial
1
features related to the Little Rock controversy itself or race
relations in the United States in general; ( 2 ) amount of
n space devoted to the controversy; ( 3 ) intensity of coverage;
and ( 4 ) display prominence. Because of the various col
umn widths of the six newspapers, space was measured in
terms of square inches.
Another part of the study was intended to be a qualita
tive analysis of the major themes, tone and style of the
selected newspapers in their coverage of the Arkansas
episode.
THE FINDINGS

Attention Analysis
To an average American newspaper reader not familiar
with Chinese publications, perhaps the single striking aspect
of attention given the Little Rock incident by the dailies in
this study is what seems to be the high degree of "inatten
tion.”

I

Only 35 items2 of news stories, editorials, pictures and
feature articles related to Little Rock were found in all
the six newspapers for the entire period of September 1957.
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The official Peking P eople’s Daily, to which all publications
in Red China look for leadership and inspiration, carried
only a total of six items including four news stories, one
picture and one feature. The paper did not even print an
editorial on the subject. The Peiping Daily Worker had
only one single item on Little Rock. The Central Daily
News in Formosa published three items. The Hong Kong
Sing Tao Wan Pao, however, led with 15 items (See
Table 1.)
TABLE 1

N umber
~

of

News
Paper_____________Stories
Jen M in Jih Pao
4
(Peiping)
Ta K ung Pao
1
(Peiping)
W en H ui Pao
5
(Shanghai)
Daily Worker
1
(Peiping)
Central Daily News
2
(Taipei, Taiwan)
Sing Too Wan Pao
11
(Hong Kong)

Little Rock Items
‘ ~
"
Editorials Pictures
0
1

Features
1
6

Total
Items

2

0

0

3

0

2

0

7

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

3

1

2

1

15

Totals______________ 24________ 3_________5_______ 3_______ 35

So far as space is concerned, the Hong Kong daily led
with a total of 341 square inches, the Formosa paper ranked
second with 93 inches. The Daily Worker allowed only
18 square inches for Little Rock (See Table 2 ) .
In fact, of the six newspapers selected for this study, none
devoted to Little Rock as much as 1 per cent of its editorial
space (i.e., non-advertising space) during the month of
September 1957. The Hong Kong Sing Tao Wan Pao
again led with .7 per cent of its editorial space devoted to
the racial episode.
TABLE 2

Amount o f Space D evoted to Little Rock
(Square Inches)
Per Cent
Paper___________ News Editorial Picture Peature Total of Space
69
0
13
11
93
.10
Jen Min Jib Pao
(Peiping)
Ta K ung Pao
48
74
0
0
122
.40
(Peiping)
W en H ui Pao
113
0
19
0
132
.47
( Shanghai)
Daily Worker
18
0
0
0
18
.06
(Peiping)
Central Daily News 44
0
0
147
191
.50
(Taipei, Taiwan)
Sing Too Wan Pao 227
25
34
55
341
.70
(Hong Kong)_________________________________________________

None of the four Communist publications gave Little
Rock a front-page play. One of the three items published
2An item refers to a news story, picture, editorial or feature article
containing references to the Little Rock controversy. An illus
trated news story or a column consisting of several news dis
patches but appearing under one single headline is also considered
an item.
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by the Formosa daily received front-page treatment. The
Hong Kong evening paper carried six of its 14 items on
its front pages.
Puzzling to an American reader is the variation in the
time when Little Rock was brought to the attention of the
readers of the six dailies. W hile the outbreak of the Little
Rock conflict was carried large on the world’s news cir
cuits early in September 1957, the Formosa daily did not
mention a word about the controversy until Sept. 24 when
a news feature on the Civil Rights Bill appeared. This
article didn’t even mention Little Rock. Two days later,
on Sept. 26, the paper published two AP news stories on
the racial issue. The paper waited until the 30th of the
month to run a half-page article on the happenings as well
as the background of the issue. This article appeared in
the form of a "comprehensive news report,” but it was
highly editorialized.
The official mouthpiece of the Peiping regime, the

People’s Daily, ran only a picture on Sept. 14 with a brief
underline about the problem of integration. Three days
later ( 17th) a short feature item appeared on U. S. Negroes’
rights to vote but made no mention of Little Rock. In
fact, readers of this Peiping paper did not get to read about
Little Rock until the 27th when the major story appeared.
This was followed by two items on the 29th and another
item on the 30th.
The Shanghai Wen Hui Pao published its first Little
Rock story on Sept. 14 and did not run another story until
the 22 nd.
More puzzling perhaps was the case of the Peiping Ta
Kung Pao, which published only one news story, but two
editorials, on Little Rock. The story and one of the ed
itorials appeared as late as Sept. 27. Another editorial was
printed on the 28th.
The Daily Worker’s only story appeared on Sept. 26.
The Hong Kong Sing Tao Wan Pao had one short story
on Little Rock on Sept. 10 and a picture on the following
day. This was followed by a period of eight days when
nothing was said about the major American racial contro
versy. Two stories appeared on the 20 th and 21st. But
after the 23rd, the paper had one or more items on the
controversy every day for its readers until the end of the
month.

Some Interpretations
The seemingly light coverage of the Little Rock conflict
in the Communist newspapers should not mislead one to
conclude that the Chinese Communists were either not
seriously interested in the racial episode or merely mis
judging its propaganda value. T o do so is to overlook
several important characteristics of the Communist press
as well as certain circumstantial factors.

1. A newspaper in a Communist society serves a dif
ferent function. Timeliness plays a relatively minor role
in the selection of news in the Communist press and is
regarded as a symptom of "infantile bourgeois mentality.”
2. In September 1957, Red China was at the height of
Mao Tse-tung’s "Hundred Flowers and Hundred Schools”
campaign. Long articles condemning the "shameful right
ists and opportunists” flooded the Communist newspapers
and the Little Rock incident was apparently considered as
an event of less political significance than the drive to weed
out "undesirable elements” and "re-educate” the intellectuals
on the Chinese mainland.
3. The amount of space devoted to Little Rock should
be interpreted in terms of the newspapers’ total size. Jen
Min Jih Pao, a powerful Communist newspaper indeed, has
only 8 to 12 pages. Some mainland papers publish only
four pages a day.
4. Communist editors do not arrange and display news
stories in the same way as do their counterparts in this
country. Moreover, a Communist editor does not have to
depend upon front-page play or oversize headlines to
attract readers.
There is every reason to believe, however, that the Na
tionalist Central Daily News was obviously trying to min
imize the Arkansas affair.
The paper’s first major story on U. S. race problems
hailed the success of the Civil Rights Bill on Sept. 24, after
Little Rock had been world news for quite a while and the
Civil Rights Bill was no longer a news item of major
interest. N ot until two days later (2 6 th ) were two AP
stories on Little Rock published. The paper waited until
Sept. 30 to run a half-page piece on the incident and this
article, as we shall see later, was obviously an attempt to
explain rather than to report the controversy.
In addition, the news services of the AP, UP, IN S, Reuters
and possibly AFP all were available either to the Central
Daily News directly or through the official Central News
Agency. The dramatic and explosive Little Rock episode
could not have possibly escaped the attention of the news
paper’s editors.
One is inclined to believe that Little Rock was perhaps
too difficult a story for the Formosan newspaper to handle.
Only a few months before the outbreak of the Little Rock
conflict, Taipei, the capital of Taiwan or Formosa, was the
scene of violent anti-American riots resulting in the de
struction of the American Embassy and the offices of the
U.S. Information Service .3 The traditional friendly Sino8Thousands of Formosans, rioting in protest against the acquittal
of a U.S. soldier who killed a Chinese, ransacked the U.S. Em
bassy on May 24, 1957, wrecked the offices of the USIS and in
jured 13 Americans. The soldier involved was M /Sgt. Robert R.
Reynolds. Chiang Kai-shek had to rush 33,000 Chinese soldiers
into Taipei to restore order.
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American relationship was strained.

As official mouth

piece of a government almost totally dependent upon the
United States for support, the Central Daily News was

[ caught in an uncomfortable position.
It is apparent why the Hong Kong Sing Tao Wan Pao
had far heavier coverage of Little Rock.
In terms of size, the Hong Kong daily is a much larger
newspaper than the others in this study. It consists of at
; least 12 pages regularly; it even runs a Sunday comics
section.
The newspaper is published in an area where more
avenues to news are available to the readers than in Peiping
or Formosa. Pro-Communist and pro-Nationalist papers
are also published in this British colony. T o try to suppress
| the Little Rock news or to minimize the incident would be

i
I

both difficult and unwise.

Finally, this paper is one of the largest and commercially
most successful publications; it is not primarily a po
litical organ. For instance, it devotes 57 per cent of its
space to advertisements (in comparison to 7 per cent for the
I People’s Daily, 9 per cent for the Peiping Ta Kung Pao and
I Taiwan Central Daily News and only 5 per cent for the
Daily W orker) . Therefore, it would not serve any practical
[ purpose for the Hong Kong daily either to exaggerate or
j to minimize the Little Rock affair.

Qualitative Analysis

Even a casual analysis indicates neither Peiping nor
Formosa was seriously interested in the day-to-day development of the Little Rock incident. Instead, both were
concerned with the causes and meanings of Little Rock.
I Only the Hong Kong paper made an attempt to be fairly
informative and objective in its coverage.
This can perhaps be best illustrated by a sampling of
1 the headlines that not only reveal the communicators’ inB tentions but also identify tone and style.
A typical headline in the Peiping People’s Daily on
Sept. 27 read: "R A C ISTS M A K E TR O U B L E ; Little Rock
Becomes W orld of Terror; U. S Oppression of Negroes
Universally Condemned.”
A Peiping Ta Kung Pao headline on Sept. 27 read:
"Such ’Equality’ and 'Liberty’ in America!
RA C ISTS
OPPRESS N EG RO ES; L IT T L E R O C K IN TU M U L T.”
In contrast to the Communist headlines are those of the
Nationalist Central Daily News in Formosa. For example,
j; on Sept. 24: "CIV IL R IG H T S BILL PASSED IN U N IT E D
I STATES.” On Sept. 30: "Issue Shakes up U.S. and Attracts
I World Attention: SCHOOL IN T E G R A T IO N C O N TRO » VERSY; Prudent Measure to Eliminiate Racial Prejudice
■ Is Opposed by American Southern Extremists.”
Of the symbols and themes present in all the Communist
I news stories and editorials, two merit mention. They were

I

f

I

racists” and "racism,” both cautiously avoided by the N a
tionalist newspaper.
According to Communist propa
gandists, "racism is not only more than tolerated by the
U.S. government and people,” it is almost an "established
policy of the United States.” The lead of a news story
from the People’s Daily (Sept. 2 7 ) illustrates the Com
munist image of the U.S. "racists,” a symbol appearing in
every sentence of the short paragraph:
U.S. racists in the Southern city of Little Rock con
tinued to obstruct school integration and to manufacture
riots in order to intensify their oppression of Negroes.
In the morning of Sept. 23 racists beat up Negroes and
forced eight Negro pupils to leave the school which had
admitted them. On the 24th, local racists, under the
systematic direction of underground gangster societies,
carried onward their hell-raising and trouble-making
activities.

As one would expect, Peiping journalists dramatized the
Little Rock episode. This was done mainly by investing
U.S. "racists” with symbols of violence: beating, slugging,
rioting, kicking, threatening, fire-setting, etc.
But the Communists were not merely interested in the
Little Rock controversy itself. As the Peiping Ta Kung Pao
editorialized ( Sept. 2 7 ) :
The ugly drama staged by the American racists in Little
Rock must not be regarded as an isolated or accidental
event. It is the unavoidable result of the policy of racial
discrimination which has long been practiced in the
United States; it is now only reaching a new height.

Little Rock thus offered the Communist papers an op
portunity to review once again such celebrated racial epi
sodes as the Emmett T ill murder trial, the Autherine Lucy
case, the Montgomery bus boycott and numerous other cases
of racial discrimination. Such cases were cited mainly to
illustrate and support a few themes that were found in every
news item about Little Rock. These themes were:
1. U.S. democracy is a farce.
2. American Negroes have been repeatedy and violently
deprived of civil rights.
3. American imperialists are responsible for racial segre
gation.
4. Racists dominate the South.
5. Eisenhower is more concerned with the so-called
"reputation” of the United States than with the welfare of
Negroes.
6 . U.S. handling of Little Rock is universally condemned.
7. Outlook of U.S. race relations is more than gloomy.
Trying desperately to refute these charges, the editorial
spokesman of Chiang Kai-shek, the Central Daily News,
had naturally a different story to tell and fought a propa
ganda war against the Communists probably as vigorously
as the American government would do for itself.
The Nationalist daily was at first reticent about Little
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Rock. During the month of September 1957, not a word
was mentioned about U.S. race relations until the 24th
when a feature article hailed the passing of the Civil Rights
Bill, declaring: "U.S. Civil Rights B ill was at last passed
after much controversy. This is an important event in the
United States and has special significance in anti-Communist
Ipropaganda.” It concluded: "Regardless of President
Eisenhower’s motives behind this Bill, this (B ill) is an
important progress of American democracy and should
serve as a piece of strong evidence to refute the Communist
charges that the United States discriminates against the
minority groups.”
This article seems to suggest that the paper was mainly
interested in the value or usefulness of the Civil Rights
Bill for anti-Communist propaganda purposes. It also
makes one wonder whether the paper was at the same time
trying to generate some warm feelings of its readers to
ward the United States before informing them of Little
Rock.
At any rate, not until Sept. 26 were two Associated Press
stories published. One dispatch carrying a Washington
dateline reported President Eisenhower’s decision to dis
patch troops to Little Rock. Another story with an Atlanta
(G a .) dateline described reactions to Mr. Eisenhower’s de
cision among political circles.
It is doubtful how much readers of this Nationalist paper
could possibly know about Little Rock on the basis of
these two dispatches. But they received all the "back
ground” and "interpretations” they would need on Sept. 30
when a half-page "comprehensive news report” on Little
Rock appeared. In this long piece, complete with maps
and graphs, the paper took great pains to report the im
proving race relations in the United States, to trace the
historical reasons for the unavoidable racial conflicts, to
analyze the causes of the "unfortunate” Little Rock contro
versy, to explain why deep-rooted racial prejudices cannot
be eliminated overnight, to hold "stubborn” Faubus and
"Southern extremists” responsible for the entire racial
episode and to reiterate why and how the United States is
a democracy to be respected.
The Sing Tao Wan Pao in Hong Kong gave fairly ade
quate coverage. Its reporting was generally objective. It
made no special effort to play up the sensational angles of
the integration issue or to minimize the event. N or were
there many headlines in inflammatory terms. Most news
stories came from the Associated Press and the United Press;
a few were supplied by Reuters and the Agence France
Presse.
N o special editorial was devoted to Little Rock, although
the issue was discussed in a column called "news analysis”
on Sept. 28. Generally speaking, the paper considered the

racial episode an "unfortunate” affair. An interpretative
story of the paper on Sept. 27 regretfully concluded: "This
(Little R ock) is a shame to American democracy and civi
lization.” Another article (Sept. 2 8 ) commented' "Actu
ally one may say that this unpleasant incident in Little
Rock was caused completely by Faubus’ shameful stupidity.
His narrow racial prejudice has enlisted the support of
those ignorant believers of white supremacy and created
for the United States a shameful' dirty mark that cannot pos
sibly be washed off.” The article indicated, however, that
the majority of the American people were not on Faubus’
side.
The Hong Kong paper apparently was annoyed by some
of the Southern politicians, especially when it detected
colonialism in their attitudes. This above-quoted article, for
instance, blasted Sen. Richard B. Russell:
Yesterday Senator Russell, a Southern political leader,
attacked President Eisenhower’s decision to dispatch U.S.
paratroopers. He even blamed the U.S. Government for
allowing the Japanese Court to try Girard for his shooting
of a Japanese woman. Such a stupid, arrogant and pre
judiced statement is highly undesirable. The fact that
such stupid persons should occupy highly important po
litical positions in the United States complicates the
(Little Rock) matter.
CONCLUDING REMARKS

The six newspapers in this study by no means represent j
all shades of Chinese press reactions to the Arkansas racial ,!
episode. Selection of the papers, it must be admitted, was
dictated by the practical problem of availability.

There is reason to believe that the four Peiping and
Shanghai dailies in this study are fairly representative of J
the Chinese mainland press. They are also among the most j
influential dailies in Red China. Differences of Litde j
Rock coverage within the four Communist publications are
both few and minor, and it is unlikely that a large sample
of mainland newspapers would yield significantly different
data.
Ideally, more dailies in Formosa and Hong Kong should
be included in this study. The Formosa Central Daily News
must be regarded only as the spokesman of Chiang Kaishek’s Nationalist Government and its Little Rock coverage is probably not typical of what other publications on
the island would do. Similarly, the Hong Kong Sing Tao
Wan Pao does not speak for all Chinese in the British
colony where publications of various political convictions
are plentiful. But besides being one of the largest Hong
Kong papers, it does have features of a politically neutral
Chinese newspaper and is thus useful for the purpose of
this study.
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RESEARCH
SUMMARIES
This section is devoted to brief summaries of research reports written by students as term
papers for various classes in the MSU School of Journalism. A wide variety of subjects are
covered, with particular emphasis on mass media problems in Montana.

iCOMMUNICATION FAILURE AND DEFEAT AT THE POLLS*
| By Fabrizio Ossella
On Nov. 4, 1958, four years after it

First, the commission-manager gov

1 was introduced, the commission-man- ernment has in it an inherent flaw when
one considers communication between
voter and politician. Under this form a
group of five persons sits as a board in
charge of establishing policy. The com
missioners are elected at large and
nothing precludes all five residing in one
apartment house. Aside from any theo
retical arguments concerning represen
tation, here was an area in which com
munication— access to a commissioner—
could well be cut off simply because no
ELECTORATE ANTAGONISM
The incumbent government, during commissioner lived in some section of
■ he campaign, had been charged with town. And for certain areas of M is
■ leglect of street and sewer development. soula, this was true.
■The point also was made that the comSecondly, social and economic con
B nission-manager government was not ditions had some determination in access
I epresentative of all segments of the
to city government, i.e., to the manager
B own population. The question to be
and his commissioners. It appears that
B liscussed in this study is whether these
a substantial portion of the dissatisfied
B ctually were the reasons for the electorgroup belonged to the lower income
■ te becoming antagonistic to city hall.
brackets.
These population elements
B t is the hypothesis here that a lack of
did not belong to any of the luncheon
Beciprocal communication between the
’ ;overnment and some elements of the clubs and social circles where one found
■population was the primary reason for strong support of the commission-man
■ be defeat of the commission-manager ager operation. There was no contact
between supporters of the commission
B overnment.

I ager form of city government was voted
■ Dut by the people of Missoula, in favor
* ;jf the aldermanic system.
1 Although the pro-aldermanic move1 nent exhibited considerable spontaneity
■ md was directed by a "good govemB nent” organization, many residents ap■ reared surprised when election returns
i ndicated the commission-manager form
B lad been defeated.

form of government and those who
were disgruntled. In addition, through
"luncheon club activity,” higher income
persons had an opportunity to meet the
people in charge of city government.
Here was a means of expressing opinion
on issues and getting direct and personal
data on governmental activities, a chan
nel which was not open to outside
groups. It does not appear that the in
cumbent government completely ignored
the viewpoint of these dissident voters,
but it failed to establish a continuous
flow of information to and from such
population segments.
LACK OF EMPHASIS

The commissioners and city man
ager might have reached the lower in
come group through unions. But this
type of communication did not receive
emphasis.
The hypothesis that the incumbent
government was cast out because of poor
communications, and not necessarily be
cause of campaign issues such as poor
streets, is further supported by the fact
that the government did not realize until
the final days prior to the election that

■
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the opposition was strong and possibly
could win the election.
A month before election day a poll
was taken in three Missoula precincts
which one might classify as generally
low income. Of the persons interviewed,
2 6 per cent favored keeping the present
form of government, 58 per cent were
against keeping it and 16 per cent un
decided. The poll compared favorably
with final election results. Supporters
of the commission-manager government
assumed the undecided would vote for
their side. W ith a heavy vote in favor
of the government coming from other
areas in the town, the commission-man
ager government could be saved. The
undecided voted, however, went strongly
against the incumbents.

W hile supporters of the incumbent
government used radio and television
time and even purchased billboard space
to forward their message, the pro-aldermanic forces were reaching the voters
in the same manner as they had when
obtaining signatures for bringing the
issue to a vote: personal contact. Aside
from the logic of any political argument,
the undecided voter might well weigh
the personal approach against informa
tion obtained from the mass media.
A DIFFERENT OUTCOME

If a continuous effort had been made
in previous years to publicize widely the
problems and accomplishments of the
commission-manager government, the
results may well have been different.
If an office had been established down

town where a person might easily report
a complaint or obtain information on
government policies, this may have won
some supporters.

If space in the local

daily newspapers had been purchased
periodically to tell the citizens of their
government, perhaps there would have
been less antagonism.
As it was, the only means of express
ing dissatisfaction over even minor prob
lems was to challenge the entire form of
city government. It was a harsh but
effective means of communication.
*This is a summary of a paper submitted in
the journalism course, Mass Media in
Modern Society. Fabrizio Ossella is an un
dergraduate student from Italy, studying for
one year at the MSU School of Journalism.

EDITORIAL PAGE CONTENT IN MONTANA*
By Teddy Roe
W hat do Montanans read on the edi
torial pages of their daily newspapers?
Do they get an analysis of the events
which concern them most? How many
of these editorials, columns and features
are of a non-Montana nature and written
by non-Montanans (i.e., syndicated col

Montanans were told they might have
the highest per capita state tax in the
nation. Governor Aronson asked for
publication of the names of juveniles
who broke the law. A Board of Regents
for the University of Montana system
was proposed.

The issues studied made up 78 per
cent of the total output of these papers
during that 2 5-day period. These 14
papers reach into every part of the state.
They have a combined circulation
(daily) of 194,392.1
Montana Newspaper Directory and Adver

These are a small fraction of the news tising Rate Book, 1959, Montana State Pres
umnists) ?
Association.
Answers to these questions were worthy events of that period.
sought by surveying the editorial pages
TABLE 1
of 27 6 issues of 14 Montana dailies from
Locale of Editorial Page Content
Dec. 16 , 1958, to Jan. 9, 1959.
Total
Total
This period was chosen because of the
Issues
Items
VFofld Nation State Local
Misc.
Newspaper
high incidence of important events in Billings Gazette
~~25
125
35
64
5
0
lT
20
49
19
20
0
0
10
the world, in the nation and in Montana. Bozeman Daily Chronicle
25
138
34
79
0
0
25
In addition to the activities of the Christ Butte Montana Standard
17
5
0
1
0
0
4
mas season, the Air Force fired the Atlas Dillon Daily Tribune
17
26
6
12
3
0
5
missile into orbit and later broadcast Glendive Daily Ranger
21
76
8
36
22
4
6
President Eisenhower’s Christmas mes Great Falls Tribune
14
0
0
0
0
0
0
Hamilton Ravalli Republican
sage from it. Russia told N A TO to keep
17
32
6
8
8
1
9
Havre Daily News
out of the Berlin crisis. DeGaulle was
25
121
38
60
2
1
20
Helena Independent Record
elected president of France.
21
22
7
13
1
0
1
Kalispell Daily Inter-Lake
Bernard Goldfine was convicted of Lewistown Daily News
18
72
8
36
11
5
12
20
26
8
9
0
2
7
contempt of court. The new Congress Livingston Enterprise
17
51
3
35
5
0
8
opened and tackled the administration’s Miles City Daily Star
19
137
32
78
0
1
26
Missoula Daily Missoulian
request for a balanced budget.
276
880
204
451
57
14
154
Totals
_______
Montana’s new legislature convened.
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Editorial page items were classified pears in only two papers (Glendive and
into five news categories: world, na Lewistown).
tional, state, local and miscellaneous.
Table 3 and 4 present a breakdown
Table 1 indicates the breakdown on each of the state and local content.
paper’s editorial page content.
From the preceding statistics, several
Of the 880 items, 396 were either by conclusions are evident. First, Montana
guest writers or syndicated columnists, editors rely on syndicated columnists and
|j e 45 per cent was written by someone the editorial pages of other newspapers
other than the editors. It is not known to fill nearly half of their editorial pages.
how many of the remaining 4 8 4 items
Secondly, stress is placed on national
;were not locally produced.
and world topics. Comment on state
Table 2 indicates Sokolsky is the and local issues is scant in comparison.
Finally, it would seem that editorial
most used columnist in Montana. He
had more than twice the amount of
[space as Drew Pearson. Pearson oc
cupied the second highest number of
column-inches although his column ap-

TABLE 3

State Content
Topic

TABLE 2

Use

of

Syndicated Columnists

•
Columnist________ Col. Inches
George Sokolsky
1,547
Drew Pearson
687
Holmes Alexander
587
David Lawrence
541
Peter Edson
338
Westbrook Pegler
312
George Dixon
257
Fulton Lewis, Jr.
155
Henry Cathcart
116
Jerry Bennett
49
Lyle Wilson
28
Ernest Hoberecht
24
Bruce Biossat
13
H. I. Phillips
10
Totals_______________ 4,6 6 4

Items
100
29
34
29
23
19
21
11
9
3
2
1
1
1
283

on

Editorial Pages
Col. Inches

Taxes and budget reform
Publication of juveniles’
names
New legislature
Secondary schools
Board of Regents
Frontier airlines franchise
‘'Right to Know” bill
Controlled press in Montana
Governor’s Mansion
Traffic and fatalities
Governor and the budget
Advertising for tourists
Missile bases
Hunters and livestock
Crime
Electrical power
State sales tax
President for MSU
Agriculture
Senator Mansfield
Totals

conviction increases as the distance be
tween the topic and the reader increases.

TABLE 4

Local Content

on

Editorial Pages

______ Topic
__________ Col. Inches Items
Resignation of Missoula
principal
24
1
Business
21
2
Raising hogs
18
1
Blood mobile
16
1
Death of Livingston mayor
12
2
Polio workers
12
1
Construction
11
2
Library facilities
8
1
Boy Scouts
7
1
Rainfall
7
\
Curfew hour
5
1
Totals
141
14

Items

194

14

88
59
42
37
34
33
28
24
22
21
20
20
19
18
18
17
11
11
7
723

6
5
2
3
2
4
1
1
3
2
1
1
2
3
1
1
2
2
1
57

The Montana editorial page dwells pri
marily on world and national topics.
In contrast, the number of items de
voted to state topics ( 5 7 ) accounts for
less than 7 per cent of total page con
tent. W hen one inspects the editorial
pages of Montana daily newspapers
for items of local interest, the result
is negligible. In the period studied,
only 14 of 880 items (1.5 per cent)
concerned local topics. And the ma
jority of these 14 items concerned noncontroversial subjects.
*This is a summary of a paper submitted in
the journalism course, Mass Media in Modern
Society. Teddy Roe is a senior in the MSU
School of Journalism.

A CONSIDERATION OF THE ARGUMENTS
IFOR AND AGAINST O FFSET PUBLISHING *

1

Jack Fought

Machinery and building costs have
No problem has concerned the newstaper industry more in recent years than risen disproportionately to revenue pos
he steady trend to fewer and fewer sibilities. The industry has little con
INewspapers. Although many reasons
trol over the latter; it has done very
I ave been cited for the newspapers’ deiise, ranging from competition with little about the former. Lack of planning,
Revision to union troubles, financial lack of imagination and lack of adapta
difficulties overshadow all other prob tion to changing times have resulted in
lems.
today’s situation.

I
I

W henever the subject of a newspaper
machinery revolution is mentioned, o ff
set lithography monopolizes the conver
sation. In addition to the use of pho
tography for platemaking instead of hot
type makeup, the industry has been
watching with interest the development
o f other machines, such as the justifying
typewriter, photo composers for head-
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lines, and cheaper, simpler typecasting become its disciples. Some have been
unable or unwilling to make certain
machines than the Ludlow.
compromises which offset requires.
PROPONENTS HAVE CLAIMS
They sold their equipment.
Chief backers of offset have been
Some of the reasons for this disen
comparative newcomers to the news
chantment are:
paper publishing business. In addition
1. T o convert to offset, an established
to citing the advantage of "a better-look
paper must discard its most expensive
ing, more readable newspaper,” heavy
piece of equipment, the press, and pos
stress is placed on the financial attrac
sibly take a severe loss on its value.
tions of offset. The proponents claim:
1. Offset presses usually are smaller
than letterpress machines. They are
used to produce a tabloid rather than
conventional size paper. The press costs
less initially. It may be used for com
mercial printing, thereby bringing in
revenue from two sources.

2. The offset process means conver
sion to a 17 by 22-inch press. This may
mean a complete change of newspaper
format.

3. Advertising revenue may suffer as
a result of the change. Merchants who
previously bought a full page ad will
2. Press operators can be trained more now get the same effect at considerably
quickly than under the letterpress sys less cost. Advertising rates cannot suc
tem. In addition, the pressman may ful cessfully be increased correspondingly.
fill other jobs, such as platemaker and
4. Despite what some publishers say,
photographer.
considerable training is necessary to pro
3. Fewer persons are required to op
erate an offset plant than a letterpress
shop. Cheaper labor can be hired be
cause less skill is needed to do paste-ups,
for example, than to run linecasting
machines and do stereotyping.

duce a good offset pressman. It may be
difficult to adapt veteran letterpress men
to this new method. And if a trained
offset pressman leaves the newspaper,
it may be difficult to replace him.

ing.

6. Offset presses so far have not
shown the longevity of letterpresses. It
is not uncommon to find good letterpresses more than 50 years old still pro
ducing acceptable printing. O f f s e t
presses often wear out in 10 years. Thus
any advantage gained by lower initial
investment is lost by rapid depreciation
and need for early replacement.

5. Only the more expensive offset
presses
include inserting and collating
4. A more flexible service is offered
to advertisers. The quality of adver units. The smaller ones, suitable for a
tising copy is limited only by imagin weekly newspaper operation, require this
ation, never by the mechanics of print to be done by hand.

5. New cold type methods, such as
self-justifying typewriters and paper
alphabets for headlines, reduce equip
ment costs.
6. The finished product is more de
sirable than that of the letterpress.
Photos with a 133-line screen can be
printed on newspaper stock as compared
to 65-85 lines for most letterpress op
erations.
7. As a result of the better product,
circulation usually increases.
Ten years ago half a hundred papers,
mostly weeklies, were printed by offset.
Now the total has more than doubled.
But not all those who tried offset have

7. Only daily papers with less than
20,000 circulation can profitably use
offset. Larger newspapers experience
makeup problems which nullify econ
omy gains of offset.
Considerable emphasis has been
placed on the cost factor of offset print
ing compared to relief methods. How
much difference is there?

W hen the Y ale Daily News changed
over from letterpress to offset with its
first issue of the 1948-49 academic year,
the cost was set at $22,000. If con- •
ventional printing machinery had been
installed, the cost would have reached
$ 100 ,000.1

Two former newspaper men estab
lished a contract publishing house on ;
Long Island, N .Y ., for $90,000 and produced 20 different papers a week with; :
total circulation of 80,000.2

j

Another publisher, using second-hand
offset machinery, got started for $10,-

000.8

A good quality 22^4 by 18-incl
tabloid perfecting press and rewinder j
complete with collator, costs abou I
$50,500. This model is capable of 20, j
000 impressions an hour.

A somewhat less elaborate mode!
capable of printing a 16-page tabloid o jj
an 8-page standard newspaper, sells fo 1
$39,000.
Several manufacturers p rc l
duce similar machines and all are con I
petitively priced.
INCOMPLETE ANSW ER

Unfortunately, it takes more equi]
ment than merely a press to produce a
offset paper. Composing equipmer
such as Vari-Type, IB M and Justowritt
costs from $1,500 to $2,200 per m
chine. A t least two are needed, ev<
on small newspapers.
Other basic equipment includes
camera and darkroom. Cameras C(
from $775 to $2,350. Th e darkroc
must be rather well-equipped.
Certainly it should be clear that off:
printing is not the complete answer 1
meeting publishing costs. It may, ho
ever, make newspaper ownership
little less impossible” to would-be pi
lishers.
1Modern Lithography, March 1949, p. 95.
2Editor & Publisher, July 7, 1956, p. 13. 1
8American Press, August 1956, p. 14.

J

*This is a summary of a paper submittet j
the journalism course, Mass Media in f t'
ern Society. Jack Fought is a grad,
student in the MSU School of Journals
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MONTANA NEWSPAPER HALL OF FAME

The son of Irish immigrants who left their native land to seek
economic freedom became one of Montana’s most influential political
and civic figures. Joseph D. Scanlan, editor and publisher of the
Miles City Daily Star from 1911 to 1939, was devoted to unswerving
public service and community improvement.
Joseph Scanlan was born in Scranton, Pa. in 1876. He expressed
his independence at the age of 22, leaving the security of his father’s
business to become a cub reporter with the Superior (W is.) Evening
Telegram in 1898. He remained there for four years, and in successive
moves worked for the Duluth (M inn.) News Tribune, St. Paul (M inn.)
Pioneer Press, Grand Forks (N .D .) Herald, Anaconda Standard, Missoulian, and the Red Lodge (M ont.) Picket.
Joseph Scanlan had acquired enough money for a stake in newspaper
publishing, and in 1909 he purchased the Miles City Independent Weekly.
Two years later he established the Miles City Daily Star, of which he was
editor and publisher until his death in 1939. From 1918 to 1919 he
was president of the State Press Association.
Throughout his life Mr. Scanlan was active in the Republican
oarty. Among the offices he held were chairman of the Montana State
Central Committee; member of the Republican National Committee
1 1920-24 and 1930-32, and registrar, U. S. Land Office. He was a
■personal friend of President Herbert Hoover, who visited Mr. Scanlan
I it his home in Miles City.
From the pages of his Daily Star, Joseph Scanlan voiced his humaniI arian and political principles. He was militant when he was champion■ ng a cause he believed was right. Among his most notable achievements
■ vas realization of the Tongue River storage reservoir near Decker.
Always seeing beyond the boundaries of his immediate neighborI iood, Joseph Scanlan’s views represented southeastern Montana.
He
Kvas an influential leader of his community, and members of his news
p a p e r staff held him in highest personal respect.

JO SEPH D. SCANLAN
1876-1939

No part of Montana is without benefits stemming from the tireless
efforts of O. S. Warden, publisher of the Great Falls Tribune for more
than half a century. His zeal for public service transcended even the
newspaper career which brought him wide acclaim.
Oliver Sherman Warden was born at North Haverhill, N.H., in
1865 and received the Phi Beta Kappa key before graduating with
Dartmouth’s class of 1889. He was hired as a reporter for the Great
Falls Leader and six years later became co-owner of the Tribune. He
assumed full control in 1920. The Tribune, through the years, was
vigorously independent.
He served from 1934 until his death as Democratic National Com
mitteeman for Montana. As early as 1924 he was appointed to the
newly-created Montana Highway Commission and spent 10 years spear
heading enactment of a bill "to get Montana out of the mud.” He
became vice president and then president of the National Association of
State Highway Officials.

O g WARDEN

A man of many interests, Warden in 1936 was appointed a member
of the Montana W ater Conservation Board and was a leader in construc
tion of a vast system of water storage and irrigation projects across
Montana. Perhaps his greatest achievement in this respect was bringing
the Canyon Ferry reclamation project through the dream stage to reality.
Fellow newspapermen made him a director in the Associated Press,
president of the Montana State Press Association in 1924 and vice presi
dent of the Inland Daily Press Association. He maintained a continuing
interest in the Montana State University School of Journalism and
in 1937 he was awarded an honorary degree by the University.
Warden was honored as "Montana’s First Citizen” at a testimonial
dinner in 1948 and was active in the publishing business until shortly
before his death in 1951.

1 o d 5-1951

m^ee Inside Front Cover.) A committee of six members of the Montana State Press Association and the dean of the School
I’ Journalism will recommend to the Association no more than one person for inclusion in the Hall of Fame each year
I -ginning in 1959. Five years must elapse from the time of death before a candidate may be nominated.
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